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12 seqtemberi, xuTSabaTi, 2019 weli

0900_1000 konferenciis monawileTa registracia

1000_1015 _ konferenciis gaxsna, misalmebebi

1015_1100 plenaruli sesia

Tavmjdomare: TinaTin bolqvaZe

mowveuli momxsenebeli leonid Cekini (samecniero centri airo XXI, 

moskovi), rasmus raski TbilisSi (1819 wlis 8 noemberi _ 1820 wlis 5 marti)

1100_1200 I sesia

praqtikos enaTmecnierTa da aralingvistTa wvlili
enaTmecnierebaSi

Tavmjdomare: vitorio s. tomeleri

1100_1330 kamiel hamansi (amsterdamis univerisiteti, niderlandebis samefo; 

adam mickeviCis universiteti, poznani, poloneTi), adreuli periodis 

istoriuli enaTmecniereba: niderlandeli vaWari lambert ten keiti

1130_1200 TinaTin bolqvaZe (giorgi axvledianis saxelobis enaTmecnierebis 

istoriis sazogadoeba, ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo 

universiteti, saxelmwifo enis departamenti, saqarTvelo), Teoriebi 

qarTveluri (samxreT kavkasiuri) enebis Sesaxeb mecxramete saukuneSi

1200_1300 Sesveneba

1300_1400 plenaruli sesia

Tavmjdomare: leonid Cekini

mowveuli momxsenebeli frans gregerseni (kopenhagenis universiteti, 

dania), nacionalizmis roli rasmus raskis enobrivi cvlilebebis TeoriaSi

1400_1430 Sesveneba
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1430_1630 II sesia

sabWoTa da evropuli enaTmecniereba: gadakveTis gzebi da 
dapirispirebebi

Tavmjdomare: kamiel hamansi

1430_1500 bernhard hurxi (gracis universiteti, avstria), hugo Suxardti, 

rogorc kavkasiologi: dasavleT evropuli xedva

1500_1530 vitorio s. tomeleri (maCeratas universiteti, italia), hugo 

Suxardtisa da niko maris mimowera

1530_1600 evgeni filimonovi (peterburgis universiteti), hugo Suxardtisa 

da neogramatikosTa dapirispireba

1600_1630 sebastian more (lozanis universiteti, Sveicaria), enaTmecniereba 

da ideologia, sovaJe da mari

1630_1700 Sesveneba

1700_1800 III sesia

semituri filologia da ebraelTa enebi
 

Tavmjdomare: bernhard hurxi

1700_1730 aaron mamani (ierusalimis ebrauli univeriteti, israeli), 

ideologia da semituri SedarebiTi filologia meaTe saukunis andaluziaSi

1730_1800 reuven enoxi (ruben enuqaSvili) (kavkasiisa da centraluri aziis 

ebraul TemTa kvleviTi instituti, arielis universiteti, israeli), 

ratom Targmnes qarTvelma ebraelebma Tavsili: ena, istoria da ideologia

13 seqtemberi, paraskevi, 2019 weli

1000_1100 konferenciis monawileTa registracia

1100_1200 plenaruli sesia

Tavmjdomare: frans gregerseni

mowveuli momxsenebeli hans basboli (samxreT daniis universiteti, odense, 

dania), rasmus raskis mosazrebebi enisa da metyvelebis mimarTebaze: rasmus 

raskis segmentur fonologiasa da prosodiaSi miRebuli daskvnebis gavlena 

mis Semdeg droindel naazrevze
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1200_1330 IV sesia

rasmus raski

Tavmjdomare: hans basboli

1200_1230 iuri klaineri (sankt-peterburgis saxelm wifo universiteti), 

rasmus raski da iakob grimi: TanxmovanTa pirveli gadawevis ori modeli

1230_1300 marine ivaniSvili (ivane javaxiSvilis sa xe lo bis Tbilisis 

saxelmwifo universiteti, saqarTvelo), rasmus raski qarTuli werisa da 

transliteraciis Sesaxeb da mis mier TbilisSi SeZenili wignebi

1300_1400 Sesveneba

1400_1600 V sesia

enobriv-kulturuli urTierTobebi da politikuri moZraoba

Tavmjdomare: aleqsei andronovi

1400_1430 sorin paliga (buqarestis universiteti, rumineTi), mudmivi 

problema: substratis gavlena ruminul enaze da ideologiuri midgomebi

1430_1500 den ungurianu (Carlis universiteti, praRa, CexeTi), ruminuli 

enis leqsikuri substrati: orsaukunovani lingvisturi dava da patriotTa 

brZola

1500_1530 juli kristenseni (jorj meisonis universiteti, virjinia, aSS), 

uordropebi da avtokefalia: qarTuli enidan politikur moqmedebamde

1530_1600 TinaTin margalitaZe (ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis 

saxelmwifo universiteti, giorgi axvledianis saxelobis enaTmecnierebis 

istoriis sazogadoeba, saqarTvelo), marika oZeli (saqarTvelos 

ganaTlebis, mecnierebis, kulturisa da sportis saministro, saqarTvelo), 

inglisur-qarTuli leqsikografiis istoriis erTi saintereso furceli

1600_1630 Sesveneba

1630_1800 VI sesia

ideologia da gramatika

Tavmjdomare: iuri klaineri

1630_1700 vladimir kurdiumovi (taiCungis ganaTlebis universiteti, 

taivani), Cinuri gramatikis mkacri gamocda sxvadasxva ideologiis pirobebSi

1700_1730 kilu fon prinsi (humboldtis universiteti, berlini, germania), marsin 
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kilarski (adam mickeviCis univeristeti, poznani, poloneTi), ideologiis gamo-

xatva enobrivi magaliTebiT: polisinTezuroba da rekursia

1730_1800 aleqsei andronovi (sankt-peterburgis universi teti), evgeni 

polivanovis naSromi „dunganuri enis ZiriTadi maxsiaTeblebi“ (1937): 

gamouqveynebeli xelnaweris lingvisturi da ideologiuri konteqsti

14 seqtemberi, SabaTi, 2019 weli

1100_1200 VII sesia

goTuri da anglosaqsuri werilobiTi Zeglebi

Tavmjdomare: vladimir kurdiumovi

1100_1130 artemi keidani (romis universiteti sapienca, italia), goTikuri 

ideologia da „vercxlis bibliis“ (`kodeqs argenteusis“) aRmoCena

1130_1200 TinaTin margalitaZe (ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis 

saxelmwifo univerisiteti, giorgi axvledianis saxelobis enaTmecnierebis 

istoriis sazogadoeba, saqarTvelo), giorgi melaZe (ivane javaxiSvilis 

saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo univerisiteti, saqarTvelo), goTuri da 

anglosaqsuri werilobiTi Zeglebis onlain-qrestomaTia

1200_1300 Sesveneba

1300_1430 VIII sesia

enobrivi politika da enaTmecniereba

Tavmjdomare: TinaTin margalitaZe

1300_1330 merab naWyebia (soxumis saxelmwifo uni ver siteti, Tbilisi, 

saqarTvelo), manana tabiZe (sa qarTvelos sapatriarqos wminda andria 

pirvelwodebulis saxelobis universiteti, Tbilisi, saqarTvelo), 

enobrivi reformebis kulturuli da socialur-politikuri konteqsti: 

enobrivi reformebi saqarTveloSi

1330_1400 tariel sixaruliZe (erzrumis aTaTurqis universiteti, TurqeTi), 

JuJuna sixaruliZe (ibrahim sesenis universiteti, TurqeTi), ideologiuri 

Stampebis qronologiuri devalvaciisaTvis 

1400_1430 Tamar maxarobliZe (ilias saxelmwifo universiteti, Tbilisi, 

saqarTvelo), qarTuli taqtili da usinaTlo yruTa problemebi 

saqarTveloSi

1430_1500 Sesveneba
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1500_1630 IX sesia (germanulenovani sesia)

ideologiuri diskursi da lingvisturi meTodebi

Tavmjdomare: konstantine bregaZe

1500_1530 konstantine bregaZe (ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis 

saxelmwifo universiteti, saqarTvelo), ideologiuri diskursis 

funqcionireba totalitaruli reJimis oficialur teqstebSi: stalinis 60 

wlisTavisadmi miZRvnili krebulis masalebis mixedviT

1530_1600 rusudan zeqalaSvili (ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis 

saxelmwifo universiteti, saqarTvelo), ideologia da sabWoTa periodis 

qarTuli leqsikografia

1600_1630 marina andrazaSvili, natalia basilaia (ivane javaxiSvilis 

saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti, saqarTvelo), ideologiuri 

zewola, drois diqtati Tu arasworad SerCeuli meTodologiuri safuZveli? 

(germanulenovan toponimTa rusuli da qarTuli ekvivalentebis istoriul-

SepirispirebiTi analizis Sedegebze dayrdnobiT)

1800 banketi
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SEPTEMBER 12, THURSDAY, 2019 

900-1000 – REGISTRATION

1000-1015 – OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE - WELCOME ADDRESS

1015-1100 PLENARY SESSION

Chair: Tinatin Bolkvadze

Keynote speaker Leonid Chekin (AIRO-XXI Research Centre, Moscow), Rasmus Rask in 
Tbilisi (November 8, 1819 – March 5, 1820)

1100-1200 SESSION I

LINGUISTIC CONTRIBUTIONS OF LINGUIST PRACTITIONERS AND 
NONLINGUISTS

Chair: Vittorio S. Tomelleri

1100-1130 Camiel Hamans (University of Amsterdam, Netherlands/Adam Mickiewicz 
University Poznań, Poland), An early historical linguist: the Dutch merchant Lambert 
ten Kate
1130-1200 Tinatin Bolkvadze (Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Giorgi Akhvlediani 
Society for the History of Linguistics, Georgia), Theories on South Caucasian (Kartvelian) 
languages in 19th Century 

1200-1300 BREAK

1300-1400 PLENARY SESSION

Chair: Leonid Chekin

Keynote speaker Frans Gregersen (University of Copenhagen, Denmark), The role of 
nationalism in Rasmus Rask’s theory of language change

1400-1430 BREAK
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1430-1630 II SESSION

SOVIET AND EUROPEAN LINGUISTICS: THE INTERSECTION OF PATHS 
AND OPPOSITIONS 

Chair: Camiel Hamans

1430-1500 Bernhard Hurch (University of Graz, Austria), Hugo Schuchardt as a 
caucasiologist: The Western European connection
1500-1530 Vittorio S. Tomelleri (University of Macerata, Italy), Hugo Schuchardt and 
Nikolay Marr. About and around the correspondence 
1530-1600 Evgeniy Filimonov (St. Petersburg State University), Schuchardt and the 
Neogrammarian controversy 
1600-1630 Sébastien Moret (University of Lausanne, Switzerland), Linguistics and Ideology, 
Sauvageot and Marr

1630-1700 BREAK

1700-1800 III SESSION

SEMITIC PHILOLOGY AND JEWISH LANGUAGES

Chair: Bernhard Hurch

1700-1730 Aharon Maman (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel), Ideology and 
Comparative Semitic Philology in 10th Century Andalus 
1730-1800 Reuven Enoch (Ruben Enukashvili) (Ariel University, Israel) Why did the 
Georgian Jews Translate Tavsili: Language, History and Ideology

SEPTEMBER 13, FRIDAY, 2019 

1000-1100 – REGISTRATION OF CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

1100-1200 PLENARY SESSION

Chair: Frans Gregersen

Keynote speaker Hans Basbøll (University of Southern Denmark, Odense), Rasmus Rask 
as segmental phonologist and prosodist: important infl uences from his early years, and 
some consequences for Rask’s views on speech and language 
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1200-1300 IV SESSION

RASMUS RASK

Chair: Hans Basbøll

1200-1230 Yuri Kleiner (St. Petersburg State University), Rasmus Rask and Jakob Grimm: 
Two Lautverschiebung Models
1230-1300 Marine Ivanishvili (Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia), Rasmus 
Rask about Georgian writing and transliteration and the books bought by him in Tbilisi 

 
1300-1400 BREAK

1400-1600 V SESSION

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL CONTACTS AND POLITICAL MOVEMENT

Chair: Aleksey Andronov

1400-1430 Sorin Paliga (University of Bucharest, Romania), A continuing problem: the 
substratum infl uence on Romanian and the ideological approaches 
1430-1500 Dan Ungureanu (Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic), The lexical 
substratum of Romanian: Two centuries of linguistic debates and patriotic fi ghts 
1500-1530 Julie Christensen (George Mason University, Fairfax, VA, USA), The Wardrops 
and Autocephaly: From Georgian Language to Political Action 
1530-1600 Tinatin Margalitadze (Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Giorgi 
Akhvlediani Society for the History of Linguistics, Georgia), Marika Odzeli (Ministry of 
Education, Science, Culture and Sport of Georgia), An Interesting Page in the History of 
English-Georgian Lexicography 

1600-1630 BREAK

1600-1800 VI SESSION

IDEOLOGY AND GRAMMAR 

Chair: Yuri Kleiner

1630-1700 Vladimir Kurdyumov (National Taichung University of Education, Taiwan), The 
Ordeals of Chinese Grammar in the Framework of Different Ideologies 
1700-1730 Kilu von Prince (Humboldt-Universität, Berlin, Germany), Marcin Kilarski 
(Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland), Expressing ideologies through linguistic 
examples: The case of polysynthesis and recursion 
1730-1800 Aleksey Andronov (St. Petersburg State University), Evgenij Polivanov’s “The 
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main features of the Dungan language” (1937): linguistic and ideological context of the 
unpublished manuscript

SEPTEMBER 14, SATURDAY, 2019

1100-1200 VII SESSION

GOTHIC AND ANGLO-SAXON WRITTEN SOURCES

Chair: Vladimir Kurdyumov

1100-1130 Artemij Keidan (Sapienza University of Rome), Gothicism ideology and the 
discovery of the Codex Argenteus
1130-1200 Tinatin Margalitadze (Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Giorgi 
Akhvlediani Society for the History of Linguistics, Georgia), George Meladze (Ivane 
Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia) Online Reader of Gothic and Anglo-Saxon 
Written Records

1200-1300 BREAK

1300-1430 VIII SESSION

LANGUAGE POLICY AND LINGUISTICS

Chair: Tinatin Margalitadze

1300-1330 Merab Nachkebia (Sokhumi State University, Tbilisi, Georgia), Manana Tabidze 
(Saint Andrew the First-called Georgian University of the Patriarchate of Georgia, Tbilisi, 
Georgia), Cultural and Socio-Political Context of Language Reform (Language Reforms 
in Georgia) 
1330-1400 Tariel Sikharulidze (Ataturk University Erzurum, Turkey), Jujuna Sikharulidze 
(Ibrahim Cecen University, Turkey), The chronological devaluation of ideological stamps 
1400-1430 Tamar Makharoblidze (Ilia State University, Tbilisi, Georgia), Georgian tactile 
and the problems of Deaf-blind in Georgia 

1430-1500 BREAK
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1530-1700 IX SESSION (German language session)

IDEOLOGICAL DISCOURSE AND LINGUISTIC METHODS

Chair: Konstantine Bregadze

1500-1530 Konstantine Bregadze (Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia), 
The Functioning of Ideological Discourse in Offi cial Texts under the Totalitarian 
Regime (based on the material from a collection of papers dedicated to Stalin’s 60 birth 
anniversary)
1530-1600 Rusudan Zekalashvili (Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia), 
Ideology and Soviet Era Georgian Lexicography
1600-1630 Marina Andrazashvili, Natalia Basilaia (Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
University, Georgia), Ideological Pressure, Dictate of Time or Wrongly Selected 
Methodological Basis? (Based on the results of historical-contrastive analysis of Russian 
and Georgian equivalents of German toponyms)

1800 BANQUET
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ideologiuri zewola, drois diqtati Tu 

arasworad SerCeuli meTodologiuri safuZveli? 

(germanulenovan toponimTa rusuli da qarTuli ekvivalentebis istoriul-

SepirispirebiTi analizis Sedegebze dayrdnobiT)

germanulenovan aratranslirebad sakuTar saxelTa Semosvla qarTulSi 

rusulis gavliT (iseve, rogorc yofili sabWoTa kavSiris xalxTa sxva enebSi) 

saukuneebs iTvlis. faqtia, rom jer kidev axlo warsulSi uzusad iTvlebo-

da, nebismieri endonimis qarTuli versia SeZlebisdagvarad migvesadagebina 

rusulis, rogorc Sualeduri enis, normisadmi. am procesSi yuradRebis miR-

ma rCeboda amosavali enis onimuri erTeuli, arasrulyofilad realizdebo-

da qarTulis, rogorc samizne enis fonologiuri SesaZleblobebi, irRveoda 

transliteraciis meTodologiuri safuZveli _ amosavali da samizne enebis 

fonotaqtikur da grafotaqtikur kanonzomierebaTa kontrastul analizze 

dayrdnobis principi. Sedegad viRebdiT arasworad transferirebul endon-

ims an aseve damaxinjebul, xSirad naxevrad Targmnil (apelatiuri kompo-

nentebis Semcvelobis SemTxvevaSi) interregionalur alonims, erTi da imave 

saxelis ramdenime variants; sagulisxmoa, rom egzonimTa arsebobis faqtebi 

qarTulSi ar dafiqsirebula. es procesebi, iseve rogorc mcdar formaTa aR-

mosafxvrelad gadadgmuli nabijebi, sagangebod gvaqvs aRwerili qarTul- da 

germanulenovan publikaciebSi (m. andrazaSvili). 

yovelive zemoxsenebulis fonze winamdebare gamokvlevis avtorebi erT-

droulad amodian slavistikisa da germanistikis poziciidan da aqcentis ga-

dataniT fenomenis istoriidan mis gamomwvev mizezze, miznad isaxaven imsjelon, 

iyo es movlenebi Sedegi sabWoTa pirobebSi fexmokidebuli ideologiuri ze-

wolisa, arsebuli „karCaketilobis“ fonze medialuri enebis avtoritetis 

uneblie zrdisa, Tu pirvel rigSi karnaxi drois/modis diqtatisa, romelic, 

Tavis mxriv, efuZneboda transliteraciis imdroindel tradiciebs, da ro-

melsac upirvelesad gverdi ver auara slavuri jgufis enebma. 

dasmul kiTxvaze pasuxis gasacemad (germanul onomastikur skolaze dayrd-

nobiT: cifonuni, kosi, niublingi) arCevani SevaCereT sakuTriv toponimeb-

ze – onimuri subklasis yvelaze reprezentabelur qvejgufze (sagulisx-

moa, rom rusuli skola: iarceva, podolskaia, superanskaia da sxv. sakuTar 

saxelTa subklasSi moiazrebs gacilebiT met Tematur qvejgufs); Seviswav-

leT isini, erTi mxriv, slavuri jgufis enebze Sesrulebul uaxles inter-

netsaitebze, meore mxriv ki 2008–2016 wlebSi qarTulad Sedgenil germani-

is politikur da fizikur rukebze dayrdnobiT (gamomcemloba: palitra-L, 

elfi; htt://ka.wikipedia.org/wiki/germania).
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moZiebuli masalis SepirispirebiTma analizma gamokveTa ori tendencia 

germanul toponimTa transferirebis procesSi, kerZod: 

1. slavur enebSi SeiniSneba SeZlebisdagvarad orientaciis aReba amjerad 

ukve amosavali enis fonemur, da ara grafemul suraTze, rasac polonur, 

bulgarul, ukrainul, belorusul da a.S. enebSi (yvelaze naklebad ru-

sulSi) diftongis korigirebis qvemomotanili nimuSebic mowmobs: Лайпциг 
← Лейпциг / Мангайм ← Мангейм / Нойшванштайн ← Нейшванштейн / Нойбах ← 
Нейбах / Ойскирхен ← Еускирхен da a.S. (http://bg.toponavi.com/48778; https://uk.wiki-
pedia.org/wiki/Мангайм; https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Нойшванштайн; https://dic.aca-
demic.ru/dic.nsf/ruwiki/1067188; https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ойскирхен); igive pro-

cesi, anu dayrdnoba amosavali enis endonimze da ganTavisufleba rusulis 

diqtatisgan qarTulSi fiqsirdeba gasuli saukunis samociani wlebidan 

moyolebuli. 

2. uaxles qarTulenovan rukebze dakvirvebam sawinaaRmdego suraTi gamokve-

Ta, kerZod, amjerad ukve inglisuris, rogorc medialuri enis zegavlena 

da Sedegad didi ZalisxmeviT damkvidrebuli transferirebis koreqtuli 

meTodologiuri safuZvlisa da germanul toponimTa swori qarTuli ek-

vivalentebis Canacvleba arasworiT, Seadare:*basumi ← Büsum → biuzumi / 

*silti ← Sylt → ziulti / *kologne ← Köln → kiolni da a.S. 

dasaxelebul faqtebze dayrdnobiT avtorebi cdiloben, Tanamimdevruli 

msjelobiT ramdenadme Suqi mofinon saTaurSi gamokveTil problemas da ar 

datovon is mxolod ritorikuli SekiTxvad.

MARINA ANDRAZASHVILI, NATALIA BASILAIA
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia
andarezi@yahoo.de; natalia.basilaia@tsu.ge
 

Ideological Pressure, Dictate of Time or Wrongly Selected Methodological Basis?
(Based on the results of historical-contrastive analysis of Russian and Georgian 

equivalents of German toponyms)

Centuries ago, untranslatable German proper names penetrated into Georgian (and other 
languages spoken in the former Soviet Union) via Russian. In fact, in the recent past it was a 
widespread practice to adjust the Georgian version of any endonym to the norms of Russian, 
which was the intermediary language. In this process, the onomastic unit of the original lan-
guage was left without attention; the phonological capacities of Georgian, as a target language, 
were not fully realized; there were violations of the methodological basis of transliteration – 
the principle of contrastive analysis serving as basis for the phonotactic and graphotactic rules 
of the original and target languages. As a result, there were wrongly transferred endonyms or 
damaged, frequently half-translated (in case it contained appellative components) interregional 
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allonyms, several versions of one and the same name. It should be noted that no exonyms were 
found in Georgian. These processes, same as the steps aimed at the eradication of wrong forms, 
have been described in our Georgian and German publications (M. Andrazashvili).

Taking into account the above-mentioned, the authors of the given research envisage the 
position of German and Slavonic studies and, by transferring their focus from the history of 
the phenomenon to its causes, aim at discussing whether these phenomena were caused by the 
ideological pressure of the Soviet period, the increased authority of intermediary languages on 
the background of the “iron curtain”, or by the dictate of time/fashion, which, in its turn, was 
based on the tradition of transliteration widespread in the given epoch, especially affecting the 
Slavonic languages.

In order to answer the above questions (based on the German onomastic school: Eisenberg, 
Koß, Nübling), the authors focus on toponyms proper – the most representable subgroup of 
the onomastic subclass (it should be noted that the Russian school: Yartseva, Podolskaya, Su-
peranskaya etc. include more thematic subgroups into the subclass of proper names). We have 
studied the toponyms using latest internet sites published in Slavonic languages, and, on the 
other hand, based on the maps of Germany published in Georgia (political and physical maps 
published by Palitra-L and ELF, as well as internet site htt://ka.wikipedia.org/wiki/germania).

The analysis of the existing material has revealed two tendencies of transfer of German 
toponyms: 
1. Breaking of the tradition on the part of Slavonic languages and orientation towards the 

endonym of the original language. This can be illustrated by the examples of correction 
of the diphthong: Лайпциг ← Лейпциг / Мангайм ← Мангейм / Нойшванштайн ← 
Нейшванштейн / Нойбах ← Нейбах / Ойскирхен ← Еускирхен and so on. (http://bg.to-
ponavi.com/48778; https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Мангайм; https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Нойшванштайн; https://dic.academic.ru/dic.nsf/ruwiki/1067188; https://ru.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Ойскирхен); It should be noted that this tendency is weaker in Russian than in other 
Slavonic languages. However, in Georgian, such examples were widespread back in the 60s 
of the past century.

2. Nowadays, German toponyms penetrate into Georgian via English. This can be proved by 
the contemporary maps of Germany published in Georgia. The English infl uence has caused 
artifi cial damaging of German endonyms, even though Georgian had the potential of avoid-
ing these errors: *basumi ← Büsum → biuzumi / *silti ← Sylt → ziulti / *ko-

logne ← Köln → kiolni and so on.
Based on the thorough discussion of the above-mentioned facts, the paper attempts to answer 

the question mentioned in the title. Thus, the question given in the title is not merely rhetorical. 
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evgeni polivanovis naSromi „dunganuri enis ZiriTadi maxsiaTeblebi“ (1937): 

gamouqveynebeli xelnaweris lingvisturi da ideologiuri konteqsti

ALEKSEY ANDRONOV
St. Petersburg State University
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Evgenij Polivanov’s “The main features of the Dungan language” (1937): 
linguistic and ideological context of the unpublished manuscript

The distinguished Soviet linguist E. Polivanov (1891–1938) spent the last years of his life 
in Frunze (now Bishkek), the capital of Kirghiz SSR. He was arrested there on August 1, 1937. 
A large collection of his works has been preserved in the Manuscript Division of the Institute 
of Language and Literature, National Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic (within the 
“Special” subsection which was closed to the researchers during the Soviet period). The collec-
tion comprises more than 2000 sheets of handwritten and typewritten texts (a detailed descrip-
tion of it has not been made so far). The papers refl ect two main topics of Polivanov’s studies 
in Frunze, viz. the Kyrgyz Manas epic and the Dungan language (a Sinitic language spoken in 
Kyrgyzstan and the adjacent territories). Besides, the Archive has a number of works on general 
and Kyrgyz linguistics. Some of Polivanov’s Manas studies (translated fragments, studies on 
translation and the poetics of the epic) have been published by M. V. Ploskih and M. A. Rudov 
(E. D. Polivanov. Kirgizskii geroicheskii epos “Manas”: Issledovaniia i perevody. Bishkek, 
1999). But the Dungan portion of Plivanov’s heritage remains undescribed.

“The main features of the Dungan language” (an extensive grammar of Dungan) is a book 
of nearly 300 typewritten sheets arranged in two volumes: (1) Introduction and Phonology (p. 
1–255), (2) Morphology (p. 1–26, the text is unfi nished). It is preserved in the archive together 
with the set of originals written in 31 notebooks (7 of them missing). The grammar, prepared for 
publication in 1937, occupies the central place among Polivanov’s Dungan manuscripts (other 
manuscripts deal with Dungan dialectology, linguistic expeditions, work on creating terminol-
ogy in Dungan, problems of its alphabet and orthography, etc.). 

Polivanov’s Dungan grammar is and implementation of his ideas, both linguistic and meth-
odological, vis-a-vis the situation in Soviet linguistics. The book has very many important 
excursuses on general-linguistics (some of them published in 1960s–80s). Nonetheless, in his 
strongly negative review of Polivanovs’ book A. A. Dragunov calls them “unnecessary” and 
“pseudoscientifi c”, his general conclusion being that: publication of Polivanov’s works “would 
not only be of no use for the task of language building among Dungans, but would do a lot of 
harm to this task instead” (manuscript from the same Archive, received on November 20, 1937).
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rasmus raskis mosazrebebi enisa da metyvelebis mimarTebaze: rasmus raskis 

segmentur fonologiasa da prosodiaSi miRebuli daskvnebis gavlena mis Semdeg 

droindel naazrevze

HANS BASBØLL Keynote Speaker
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Rasmus Rask as segmental phonologist and prosodist: important infl uences from his 
early years, and some consequences for Rask’s views on speech and language

Already when he was a pupil at the Grammar School in Odense (1801-1807), Rasmus Rask 
(1787-1832) intensely studied the two languages that were dearest to him, viz. his Danish moth-
er tongue – i.e. Funish as far as speech is concerned – and Icelandic. The great Danish linguist 
Karl Verner (1846-1896), whose Law is universally known, said that Rask heard with his Fu-
nish ears and read with his Icelandic eyes. A comrade of Rask, who continued to be so after 
Rask had come to Copenhagen to study at the university (in 1807), was also an acute observer 
of Funish speech, and he was a careful and original phonetician as well, viz. Jacob Hornemann 
Bredsdorff (1790-1841). Bredsdorff wrote an important essay on language change (1821, trans-
lated by Henning Andersen 1982), much inspired by Rask’s Prize essay (1814/1818), but also 
with sharp original formulations.

A deep and lasting infl uence on Rasmus Rask, right from his school days in Odense (Ma-
rie Bjerrum 1959, Diderichsen 1960), was the great Danish linguist of the Enlightenment – 
undoubtedly the greatest Danish linguist before Rask even though he is unknown except by 
specialists – Jens Pedersen Høysgaard (1698-1773), third caretaker (out of three) at Copenha-
gen University, and from 1759 bell-ringer at the University Church Trinitatis (Basbøll 2018). 
Høysgaard (by Rask called ”den store [great] Höjsgård”) had a large and very original scientifi c 
production on the Danish language – anonymous – covering phonology, prosody (including 
prosodic morphology), grammar (with morphology and a 500 page syntax), with parts of a 
prosodically annotated dictionary (his works from 1747, 1752 and 1769 were organized in one 
coherent system of 2,022 numbered paragraphs); furthermore, he published on Latin and on 
mathematics. Rask benefi tted from Høysgaard’s works throughout his career.

Rask was infl uenced by Høysgaard’s work in general, and in particular by his grammatical 
system and prosodic analyses. We see strong indications of that in Rask’s unfi nished manuscript 
on Funish dialect speech (Rask 1938, published and edited by Poul Andersen), a manuscript 
Rask worked on already in his school days. He employed a Høysgaard-like prosodic notation 
and gave interesting phonological (rather than purely phonetic) analyses of the sound system. 
Rask continued to be occupied with prosodic distinctions throughout his career, e.g. in his 
largest published work, on Danish orthography (1826), where he uses Høysgaard’s prosodic 
ideas. Already in a much earlier essay on orthography (fi rst published by Diderichsen 1960) he 
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presents a detailed prosodic system inspired by Høysgaard. Also many of his grammars of dif-
ferent languages bear witness to Rask’s insistence on phonology and prosody. And among the 
three pioneers of comparative indo-european linguistics: Rask, Bopp and J. Grimm, Rask was 
undoubtedly the best phonologist (cf. the misnomed « Grimm’s Law »). 

Departing from the observations above, I shall discuss three crucial issues for the under-
standing of Rask’s way of doing linguistics: What is the relation between regional speech norms 
and a standard? What should be the relation between speech and writing? And how could one 
fi nd the system behind the variations?
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Teoriebi qarTveluri (samxreT kavkasiuri) enebis Sesaxeb

mecxramete saukuneSi

dRes udavoa, rom qarTveluri enebi (qarTuli, megruli, lazuri da svanuri) 

qmnian samxreT kavkasiur enaTa ojaxs. zogierTi mecnieri Tvlis, rom lazuri 

da megruli ar SeiZleba CaiTvalos calkeul enebad. isini unda ganvixiloT 

erTi enis dialeqtebad. aucileblad gasaTvaliswinebelia is garemoeba, rom 

lazuri ZiriTadad Tanamedrove TurqeTis teritoriazea gavrcelebuli. 

politikuri sazRvari zrdis am enebs Soris sxvaobas.

aleqsandre cagareli (1844-1929) iyo pirveli qarTveli enaTmecnieri, ro-

melmac aCvena qarTulis, megrulisa da svanuris naTesaoba bgeraTa fone-

tikur Sesatyvisobebis safuZvelze da TiToeuli maTgani aRiara erTi fuZe 

enis dialeqtebad, romlebic droTa ganmavlobaSi damoukidebel enebad Cam-

oyalibdnen (ix. О предполагаемом сродствена грузинского языка с индоевропейскими 
и туранскими языками, Журнал министерства Народного Просвещения », сентябрь, 1872 
// indoevropul da Turanul enebTan qarTuli enis savaraudo naTesaobis 

Taobaze, ganaTlebis saministros Jurnali, 1872).

aleqsandre cagarlis naSromebamde qarTul inteleqtualur sazogadoe-

baSi Zalian popularuli iyo qarTveluri enebis Zvel aRmosavlur samyaros-

Tan dakavSirebis idea. am urTierTobis saCveneblad iTargmneboda da me -19 

saukunis qarTul presaSi qveyndeboda frans lenormanis (François Lenormant, 
Histoire Ancienne de L’Orient Jusqu’aux guerres médiques, 1881), gaston masperosa (Gaston 
Camille Charles Maspero, Histoire ancienne des peuples de l’Orient classique 3 Vols)., Paris, 
1895-1897) da nikoloz nikolskis naSromTa nawyvetebi.

nikoloz mari aviTarebda qarTveluri enebis semitur enebTan naTesaobis 

ideas. pirvelad am sakiTxze werili man swored qarTulad dabeWda „iveriaSi“ 

1888 wels „buneba da Tviseba qarTuli enisa (mcire SeniSvna)“ (gazeTi „iveria“, 

#86). SedarebiTi enaTmecnierebis fuZemdebeli f. bopi miiCnevda, rom qa-

rTveluri enobrivi samyaro ukavSirdeboda indoevropuls da pirdapir san-

skritTan eZebda saerTos. hainrix iulius klaproTisa da fridrix miuleris 

mosazrebaTa Tanaxmad, qarTuli Turanul enebs enaTesaveboda. am daskvnas mi-

uleri qarTuli enis bgeriTi sistemis analizis safuZvelze akeTebda. franc 

bopisa da miuleris mosazrebebi safuZvlianad gaakritika al. cagarelma 1872 

wels. 

moxsenebaSi ganixileba qarTveluri enebis Sesaxeb mecxramete saukuneSi 

Seqmnili yvela Teoria.
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Theories on South Caucasian (Kartvelian) languages in 19th Century

Today it is undisputable that Kartvelian languages represent a language family of the South-
ern Caucasus that consists of four related languages: Georgian (with written sources going back 
to the fi fth century A.D.), Megrelian, Laz (or Chan), and Svan. However, some scholars believe 
that Laz and Megrelian cannot be regarded as separate languages. They should be considered 
as the dialects of one language. However, since Laz is predominantly spoken in the territory 
of modern Turkey, the political distance increases the linguistic distinction of these languages.

A. Tsagareli (1844-1929) was the fi rst Georgian linguist who showed the kinship of Geor-
gian, Megrelian and Svan on the basis of the regular sound correspondence, and recognized 
each of them as dialects derived from one proto-language that had become independent lan-
guages over time (О предполагаемом сродстве грузинского языка с индоевропейскими и 
туранскими языками, Журнал Министерства Народного Просвещения», сентябрь, 1872//
On the alleged affi nity of the Georgian language with the Indo-European and Turanian languag-
es, Journal of the Ministry of Public Education, September, 1872)

Before A. Tsagareli the idea of connection of the South Caucasian or the Kartvelian languag-
es with the ancient East world Georgian intellectuals of 19th century translated various parts 
of François Lenormant’s works (Histoire Ancienne de L’Orient Jusqu’aux guerres médiques, 
1881), Gaston Camille Charles Maspero (Histoire ancienne des peuples de l’Orient classique 3 
vols., Paris, 1895-1897) and Nikolay Nikolsky (Николай Михаилович Никольский).

Nikolay Marr developed the idea of kinship between Georgian and the Semitic languages 
(The nature of Georgian Language, 1888). The founder of comparative linguistics, F. Bopp con-
sidered the Kartvelian linguistic world to be related to Indo-European and connected Georgian 
directly to Sanskrit. According to Heinrich Julius Klaproth (1783-1835 (Reise in den Kauka-
sus und Georgien in den Jahren 1807 und 1808 (Halle, 1812-1814; French translation, Paris, 
1823); Tableau historique, geographique, ethnographique et politique de Caucase (Paris, 1827; 
Vocabulaire et grammaire de la langue georgienne (Paris, 1827) and Friedrich Müller, Georgian 
is related to the Turan languages, the opinion based on the study of the sound composition of 
Georgian. Both Franz Bopp’s and Müller’s assumption was basically criticized by A. Tsagareli 
in his report made in 1872 (Tsagareli 1872).

The paper deals with all the theories related to the South Caucasian languages in 19th century.
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ideologiuri diskursis funqcionireba totalitaruli reJimis

oficialur teqstebSi 

(stalinis 60 wlisTavisadmi miZRvnili krebulis masalebis mixedviT)

1. stalinis saiubileo krebulis `60 weli didi stalinis dabadebidan~ 

(1940) masalebze dayrdnobiT gaanalizebulia, Tu rogor funqcionirebs to-

talitaruli reJimis dros Sedgenil oficialur teqstebSi ideologiuri 

diskursi. gamokvlevis Teoriul bazisad aRebulia miSel fukos diskursis 

Teoria, romelic man, upirveles yovlisa, gadmosca naSromSi ̀ diskursis wyo-

ba~ (“L’ordre du discours”) (1972).
2. m. fukos mixedviT, diskursi aris Zalauflebrivi Sinaarsis Semcveli 

enobrivi elementebis Tanmimdevruli wyeba, romlis safuZvelzec aRzevebu-

li Zalauflebrivi sistemebi Tu gabatonebuli politikuri reJimebi (maT 

Soris, totalitaruli reJimebi), erTi mxriv, akontroleben masebs da poli-

tikurad aRzrdian maT, meore mxriv, aneitraleben da auqmeben sxva, ucxo, 

arasasurvel diskursebs.

3. m. fuko imTaviTve usvams xazs, rom diskursis warmoebisa da misi kon-

trolis wyaro konkretuli instituciebi da sistemebia („diskursuli sazo-

gadoebebi“), rac niSnavs imas, rom diskursi imTaviTve vlindeba, rogorc 

Zalauflebis matarebeli meqanizmi, romlis safuZvelzec ukugdebuli da 

ganeitralebulia is diskursebi, romlebic gabatonebuli instituciisa da 

sistemis miRma moqmedeben. dominanti diskursis safuZvelze ki xorcieldeba 

procedurebi, romelTa saSualebiTac gaicxrileba, neitraldeba da uqmdeba 

antidiskursebi _ opoziciuri, an alternatiuli diskursebi. es procedure-

bia:

a)  akrZalva, 

b)  gamijvna/izolireba/marginalizeba, 

c)  sruli WeSmaritebis flobis mudmivi xazgasma (neba WeSmaritebisad-

mi) (Foucault 1972: 7-15).
4. krebulis yvela teqstSi gamoyenebulia erTi da igive diskursuli meqa-

nizmebi da elementebi, romelTa safuZvelzec ganxorcielebulia stalin-

is politikuri figuris, bolSevikur-komunisturi partiis, proletariatis, 

marqs-engels-leninis sakralizacia da politikuri moralizeba. kerZod:

a)  hipostazireba, anu stalinis figuris axali mesiisa da axali uf-

lis rangSi aRzeveba, rac aRniSnulia sityviT „mama“, „beladi“; Ses-

abamisad, stalinisdami uSualo mimarTvis forma, raTa gaRrmavdes 

sulieri mama-Sviluri erToba beladsa da masebs Soris, yovelTvis 

„SenobiTia“, meore gramatikul pirSia _ „Sen...“ (Sdr.: „bolSevikuri 
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partiis centraluri komiteti Seni samoci wlisTavis dRes mxur-

valed mogesalmeba Sen, partiisa da sabWoTa xalxis did belads“; 

krebuli... 1940: 7);

b)  maradiulobis diskursi _ stalini dro-sivrculi kategoriebis 

miRmaa, misi arsi maradiulia;

c)  moseanuri diskursi _ stalini, viTarca moZRvari da maswavlebeli, 

romelic, rogorc Teoretikosi, axal WeSmarit mcnebebsa da dog-

mebs qmnis msoflio proletariatisaTvis;

d)  mzurnveli mamis diskursi _ mama, romelic Zveli aRTqmis Rmer-

TiviT zrunavs Tavis „rCeul erze“ (proletariatze, mSromeleb-

ze, glexebze, „sabWoTa xalxze“), istoriuli Jamianobis dros mudam 

mis gverdiT dgas, TanaugrZnobs mas da mudam gadaarCens: „stalini 

saTuTad zrunavs amxanagebisaTvis, megobrebisaTvis, xalxisaTvis. 

igi leniniviT ansaxierebs adamianisadmi uRrmes siyvaruls da Tav-

dadebul brZolas misi sruli ganTavisuflebisaTvis, misi bednier-

ebisaTvis“ (krebuli... 1940: 71); 

e)  proletariati, rogorc axali „religiuri Temi“, axali „marTlmor-

wmuneebi“;

f)  partia, viTarca axali „eklesia“, romelic axali esqatologiuri 

Jamisken _ komunizmisken _ usaxavs gzas proletariats;

g)  „Teoretikosebi“: marqsi, engelsi da lenini, viTarca axali „winas-

warmetyvelebi“, „mociqulebi“ da „maxareblebi“, romelTac ar uwe-

riaT „aRTqmuli qveynis“ _ komunizmis damyarebis _ xilva da komu-

nistur „samoTxeSi“ Sesvla („udides Teoretikosebs _ marqssa da 

engelss _ ar dascaldaT TavianTi ideebis ganxorcieleba cxovre-

baSi, ar dascaldaT maTi ganxorcielebis nayofis naxva“; krebuli... 

1940, 65); 

h)  proletarTa revoluciuri brZola da bolSevikTa iatakqveSa moR-

vaweoba, rogorc axali „religiuri“ Rvawli da „katakombebSi“ ax-

ali misioneroba;

i)  burJuaziul-reaqcioneruli Zalebi (menSevikebi, trockistebi, 

social-demokartebi da sxv.), viTarca axali „mwvaleblebi“ da „se-

qtantebi“;

j)  maTgan gamijvna, viTarca „codvebisagan“ ganwmenda; 

k)  industrializacia, koleqtivizacia, viTarca axali „religiuri 

dogmatebi“; 

l)  komunizmis damyareba socializmis gziT, viTarca axali „esqato-

logia“.
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The Functioning of Ideological Discourse in Offi cial Texts under the Totalitarian Regime
(Based on the material from a collection of papers dedicated to Stalin’s 

60 birth anniversary)

1. The presentation aims to discuss the functioning of ideological discourse in the offi cial 
texts composed under a totalitarian regime by analysing the content of a collection of papers 
dedicated to Joseph Stalin’s anniversary “60 Years from the Birth of Great Stalin” (1940). I 
will draw on Michel Foucault’s discourse theory as expounded in his The Order of Discourse 
(“L’ordre du discours”) (1972).

2. According to Foucault, discourse is a succession of linguistic elements conveying power 
relations which the dominant power systems or political regimes (including totalitarian) apply 
to exercise control over the masses and educate them politically, as well as to neutralize and 
eliminate other, undesirable discourses.

3. Foucault postulates that discourse is generated and managed by particular institutions and 
systems (discursive formations), which means that discourse primarily manifests itself as an 
instrument of power relations applied to defy or eliminate discourses functioning beyond the 
prevailing institutions and systems, while the dominant discourse is used to implement proce-
dures aimed at the neutralization and elimination or anti-discourses. These procedures are:

a.  prohibition;
b.  separation/isolation/marginalization
c.  A permanent emphasis of possessing absolute truth (will to truth) (Foucault 1972: 

7-15) (Foucault 1972: 7-15).
4. Therefore, all of the texts included in the collection employ the same discourse mecha-

nisms and elements to sacralize and moralize Stalin as a political fi gure, the Bolshevik-Com-
munist Party, the proletariat and Marx, Engels and Lenin. Namely:

a.  Hypostatization, or elevation of Stalin to the rank of a new Messiah and the new 
Lord, as expressed by the words Father, the Leader. Thus, references to Stalin are 
predominantly represented through you-forms (second person singular) to enhance 
spiritual paternal bonds between the leader and the masses (cf.: “The Central Com-
mittee of the Bolshevik Party wholeheartedly greats you, the great leader of the 
Party and the Soviet people, on your 60th anniversary” (Collection ... 1940: 7); 

b.  The eternity discourse – Stalin being eternal, beyond the spatial and temporal cate-
gories;

c.  The Mosean discourse – Stalin as a spiritual leader and teacher, a theoretician who 
creates new commandments and dogmas for the proletariat of the world; 

d.  The caring father discourse – The father who takes care of his “chosen people” (the 
proletariat, the working class, peasants, the “Soviet people”) like the God of the 
Old Testament; who always stands beside his people during the times of hardship 
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and always supports and rescues them: “Stalin cares tenderly for his comrades, his 
friends and his people. Like Lenin, he embodies the deep love for men and selfl ess 
struggle for their complete liberation and happiness” (Collection ... 1940: 71);

e.  Proletariat – a new “religious community”, new “believers”;
f.  The Party – as a new “church”, which leads the proletariat into the new eschatolog-

ical era, the Communism;
g.  “Theorists”: Marx, Engels and Lenin as new “prophets”, “apostles” and “evange-

lists”, who were not destined to see the “Promised Land” – the Communism and to 
abide in the Communist “Paradise” (“The greatest theorists, Marx and Engels, did 
not live to see the realization of their ideas”; Collection... 1940, 65);

h.  The proletariat’s revolutionary struggle and the Bolsheviks’ underground activities 
– new “religious” feats and new missionary activities in “catacombs”;

i.  The bourgeois reactionary forces (the Mensheviks, Trotskyites, Social-Democrats, 
etc.) – new “heretics” and “sectarians”;

j.  Separating oneself from the reactionary forces – an act of purifi cation from sins;
k.  Industrialization, collectivization – new “religious dogmas”;
l.  Establishing Communism through socialism – new “eschatology”.
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The role of nationalism in Rasmus Rask’s theory of language change

The fi rst part of the presentation will outline Rasmus Rask’s theory of language change and 
demonstrate it by exemplifying with his friend and pupil N.M. Petersen’s history of Danish (cf. 
Rask 1818, 1826 and Petersen 1829). I shall attempt to characterize Rask’s theory of language 
change in modern terms: Is it an internal structural theory or is it a sociolinguistic theory or 
something which might be seen as an integration of the two?

The second part of the lecture will focus on the role of Low German in the history of Danish 
in order to shed light on the so-called stage of ‘fermentation’ in Rask’s theory. Here I contrast 
what was known by Rask about the infl uence of Middle Low German on the language spoken 
in Denmark in the middle ages and what consequences he drew from that. Again I shall attempt 
to couch the result in modern terms at the end of the section. 

The third part will document, primarily in the correspondence with Jacob Grimm (letters 
printed in Hjelmslev (ed.) 1941) how nationalism played a role in their handling of the history 
of Germanic (Sonderegger 1986).

The fourth part describes the discussion between Louis Hjelmslev and Paul Diderichsen on 
exactly the role of change in Rask’s theories of language (Hjelmslev 1932, 1934, 1951, Dider-
ichsen 1960).

The fi fth part will outline at a more theoretical level what a theory of comparison has to do 
with a theory of language change and how a theory of language change runs the risk of essen-
tializing the nation state.
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ratom Targmnes qarTvelma ebraelebma Tavsili: ena, istoria da ideologia

Tavsili aris wminda wignebisa da sxva salocavi wignebis qarTvel ebraelTa 

mier Sesrulebuli tradiciuli zepiri Targmani, romelic Taobidan Taobas 

zepiradve gadaecemoda. am teqstis Taobaze Cven gamoqveynebuli gvaqvs ram-

denime gamokvleva. zogierT daskvnas Zalian mokled gavimeorebT da axal 

Tvalsazrisebsac warmovadgenT. 

ar arsebobs araviTari cnoba am Targmanis Seqmnis droisa Tu istoriis 

Sesaxeb, magram, Cveni dakvirvebiT, ramdenime arapirdapiri monacemis safuZ-

velze SeiZleba vivaraudoT, rom igi Seiqmna daaxloebiT me-11 saukuneSi da 

Cvenamde moaRwia pirvandel TargmanTan sakmaod axlo mdgomi saxiT. moxsene-

baSi ganvixilavT am monacemebs, aq ki mokled SeiZleba davasaxeloT ramdenime 

maTgani. 

upirveles yovlisa, Targmanis enobrivi analizis mixedviT im daskvnamde 

mivdivarT, rom igi axlos dgas me-11-me-12 saukuneebis qarTuli saero Ze-

glebis enasTan.

am periodisaTvis gasrulda bibliis wignebis qarTulad Targmnis procesi. 

rogorc Cans, ebraelTa Temis sulier winamZRvrebs religiur-ideologiuri 

mosazrebebiT ar surdaT maTs mrevls gamoeyenebina qristianuli Targmani; 

saWiroeba ki imisa, rom ebraelebs hqonodaT bibliis maTTvis gasagebi teqs-

ti, rogorc Cans, aSkarad igrZnoboda, raki maTs did umravleobas daaviwyda 

„wminda“ ena da salaparakod qarTuls iyenebda. ase rom, aq erTmaneTs Seerwya 

ideologiuri da enobrivi momentebi.

qarTvel ebraelebs hqondaT STamagonebeli magaliTi _ me-10 saukuneSi 

sa’adia gaonma Seasrula bibliis Targmani arabul enaze uwinares yovlisa ar-

abeTis sxvadasxva kuTxeSi mcxovrebi ebraelebisaTvis. savaraudebelia, rom 

qarTvelma ebraelebma, romelTac imxanad, rogorc Cans, arabeTis ebraul 

centrebTan cxoveli kavSiri hqondaT, misabaZ magliTad gamoiyenes es Targ-

mani. ufro metic, Targmanis saxelwodebac maT sa’adia gaonisgan aiRes: Tafsir, 
rac komentars niSnavs (Targmansac). qarTvelma ebraelebma es saxeli ganazo-

gades da nebismieri salocavi wignis, teqstis Targmans Tavsils uwodeben.

rogorc aRiniSna, Tavsili zepiri gziT gadadioda Taobidan Taobaze. ismis 

kiTxva, ratom xdeboda ase, wignis xalxad wodebulma ebraelebma ratom weri-

lobiTad ar gadaitanes teqsti. qarTvel ebrael rabinebs gadmocemiT Zalian 

originaluri axsna aqvT am viTarebisa _ isev da isev ideologiuri safan-

eliT. aRniSnaven, rom maTs sulier winamZRvrebs, gansxvavebiT sxva ebraelTa 

enebisagan, romlebic upiratesad TavianTi Targmanebis Casawerad ebraul an-
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bans iyenebdnen, maT ar surdaT ara „wminda“ enaze arsebuli teqsti CaeweraT 

ebrauli asoebiT. amave dros maT arc qarTuli anbanis gamoyeneba undodaT, 

raki TviT teqsti wmindaa da ar iqneboda swori ara „wminda“ enis asoebiT misi 

dawera.

wina abzacSi ori damatebiTi sakiTxi daCnda: 1. ra aris ebraelTa enebi da 

maTi arsebobis erovnul-ideuri safuZvlebi da ra SeiZleba am mimarTebiT 

iTqvas qarTvel ebraelTa metyvelebis Sesaxeb. 2. rogori iyo qarTvel 

ebraelTa „gare samyarosTan“ urTierTobis ideologiuri wanamZRvrebi da Tu 

ganicades maT cvlilebebi saukuneTa manZilze. orive es sakiTxi Zalian mok-

led iqneba ganxiluli moxsenebaSi.

REUVEN ENOCH (RUBEN ENUKASHVILI) 
Ariel University, Israel
reuvene@ariel.ac.il; reuven.enoch@gmail.com

Why did the Georgian Jews Translate Tavsili: Language, History and Ideology

Tavsili is a traditional oral translation of the holy books and other prayer books by the Geor-
gian Jews which was passed from generation to generation. We have made a number of publica-
tions on this text and hereby we will summarize some conclusions and offer new considerations. 

There is no direct information on the date and history of this translation. However, analysis 
of certain indirect data allows us to assume that Tavsili was created approximately in the 11th 
Century and has been preserved substantially close to the original. The lecture will discuss 
these indirect data:

1. First and foremost, linguistic analysis of the text leads us to the conclusion that it is 
close to language of secular Georgian texts from the 11th and 12th Centuries. 

2. The translation of the Biblical texts into Georgian had been completed by this time. 
The spiritual leaders of the contemporary Jewish community probably disapproved 
of the usage of Christian translations by the Jews on religious and ideological 
grounds. At the same time, there was a clear need for the Georgian Jews to have the 
text of the Old Testament they could understand, as most had forgotten the holy lan-
guage and spoke in Georgian. Hence, ideological and linguistic needs converged.

3. The Georgian Jews could have been inspired by Saadia Gaon’s 10th Century trans-
lation of the Old Testament into Arabic, primarily for the peruse of the Jews living 
in the different parts of the Arab world. The Georgian Jews seemed to enjoy lively 
connection with various Arab-Jewish centers and they may have used this transla-
tion as an example, even adopting Saadia Gaon’s title Tafsir, which means ‘com-
mentary’, as well as ‘translation’. The Georgian Jews generalized this term and 
called any translation of Hebrew books Tavsili. 

The oral passage of Tavsili from generation to generation poses a question why the People, 
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as Jews are called, of the Book failed to write text. The Georgian rabbis reportedly have a very 
original explanation to this question, again driven by ideological considerations. They did not 
want to use holy letters to write a text in an unholy language, as opposed to similar translations 
in other Jewish languages. On the other hand, they were reluctant to use unholy Georgian let-
ters, as the text itself was holy. 

The presentation will briefl y discuss the issues arising from the above arguments: 1. What 
are the Jewish languages and their national/ideological foundations and what can be said in this 
respect about the speech of Georgian Jews; 2. What were the ideological drivers of the Geor-
gian Jews’ relationship with the outside world and whether they changed through time. 
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ideologia da sabWoTa periodis qarTuli leqsikografia

ideologia da politika mWidrodaa dakavSirebuli enasTan, gansakuTre-

biT leqsikasTan, romelic swrafad reagirebs nebismier sazogadoebriv-kul-

turul da ekonomikur cvlilebebze. leqsika, rogorc sazogadoebis yofis 

uSualo amsaxveli, icvleba, rac SeZlebisdagvarad aisaxeba leqsikonebSi. 

politikuri ideologiis zegavlena aSkaraa leqsikografiaSic, radgan zog-

jer is karnaxobs leqsikonTa Sedgenis principebsac. amdenad, nebismieri le-

qsikoni, yvelaze metad ki _ ganmartebiTi, epoqis anareklia. 

qarTulma leqsikografiam didi aRmavloba ganicada sabWoTa period-

Si, Seiqmna sxvadasxva tipis leqsikonebi, enaTmecnieruli Tu dargobrivi. 

yvelaze didi miRweva ki iyo qarTuli saliteraturo enis rvatomiani aka-

demiuri leqsikoni (1950-1964, mT. red. arn. Ciqobava), romelmac uzarmazar 

erovnul saganZurs mouyara Tavi da bevri sxva tipis leqsikonebisTvis gaxda 

safuZveli. misi saleqsikono baza im droisTvis yovlismomcveli iyo, maqsi-

malurad asaxavda leqsikuri erTeulebis polisemias, distribucias, stilur 

Seferilobebsa da gamoyenebis sferos. am leqsikonis sityvaTa didi nawilis 

saleqsikono statiebi dResac saWiro da aqtualuria.

Tumca isic unda iTqvas, rom leqsikonSi igrZnoba imdroindeli ideologi-

is, drois moTxovnisa da politikuri wnexis kvali. es vlindeba sam aspeqtSi:

1. leqsikuri erTeulebis SerCevaSi;

2. politikur-ekonomikuri da filosofiuri Tematikis sityvaTa 

ganmartebaSi;

3. semantizaciisTvis gamoyenebul xerxebSi, gansakuTrebiT – kolok-

aciebsa da sailustracio masalaSi.

aRniSnuli Tematikis leqsikuri erTeulebis ganmartebebi Camoyalibebu-

lia marqsistul-leninuri ideologiis bazaze. 

sailustracio magaliTebSi aseve Warbadaa sabWoTa ideologiis amsaxve-

li presis masala, marqsistul-leninuri politikuri literaturis citire-

ba, aSkaraa aTeizmis propaganda da saeklesio Tematikis SezRudva; dokumen-

tirebis dros pirvel tomebSi ugulebelyofilia represirebuli mwerlebis 

nawarmoebebi. 

amdenad, SeiZleba iTqvas, rom qarTuli enis ganmartebiTi leqsikonis pir-

veli gamocema ara marto kulturologiuri informaciis wyaroa, aramed ide-

ologiurisac.

sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdeg, roca radikalurad Seicvala damok-

idebuleba ideologiisadmi, TvalnaTliv gamoikveTa qarTuli enis leqsikaSi 

mimdinare cvlilebebi, amas garda, bevrma sityvam miiRo axleburi stilistu-
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ri Seferiloba. 

amitomac Seiqmna saWiroeba gadamuSavebuliyo qarTuli enis ganmartebiTi 

leqsikonis rvatomeuli, rom masSi asaxuliyo postsabWoTa epoqis leqsikuri 

cvlilebebi da waSliliyo sabWoTa ideologiuri zegavlenis kvali.

RUSUDAN ZEKALASHVILI 
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Georgia
rusikoz@yahoo.com

Ideology and Soviet Era Georgian Lexicography

Ideology and politics have close ties with a language, especially with lexis of a language 
which instantly reacts to any changes or novelties in the social, cultural and economic spheres. 
Lexis of a language, as being a refl ection of the social life usually changes very fast. Those 
changes refl ect in the dictionaries as fast as it is possible. Thus, the general infl uence of the 
political ideology is also obvious in on lexicography, because quite often the ideology dictates 
even the principles of compiling the dictionaries. Thus, any dictionary, and mostly it is true 
when speaking about explanatory dictionaries, is in fact a refl ection of the given epoch. 

Georgian lexicography had its ascendant period in the Soviet era. Several types of dictionar-
ies in linguistics or other branches of science were compiled. The most important achievement 
in Georgian lexicography was the fact that the Georgian Language Academic Dictionary in 
eight volumes was then published (1950-1964, Chief editor Arn. Chikobava). This dictionary 
gathered the most part of the enormous treasure of the language and became itself the base for 
other dictionaries of different types. It had the comprehensive database, refl ecting maximum 
of polysemy, distribution, stylistic colouring and usage of the lexical units. The most art of the 
lexical units given in the dictionary is still valuable and useful.

It should be said that this dictionary bears the signs of infl uence of the epoch in which it was 
compiled and political pressure can also be tracked. This reveals itself in three basic aspects:

1. Selection of the lexical units;
2. Explanations of the words related to the political-economical and philosophical 

thematic fi elds;
3. Means of semantization especially in collocations and illustrative material. 

The defi nitions given in the mentioned dictionary are related to the Marxism-Leninism ide-
ology. 

The illustrative material contains plenty of the examples cited from the Soviet newspapers, 
Marxist-Leninist political literature material, atheistic ideology; church terminology is strict-
ly limited; when documenting the terms and defi nitions, the material from the books of the 
politically repressed authors are absolutely neglected, especially in the earlier volumes of the 
dictionary. 

Thus, it can be said that the fi rst edition of the Georgian Language Explanatory Dictionary is 
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an informative source not only from culturological but ideological viewpoint as well. 
After the collapse of the Soviet Union when the attitude to the ideology drastically changed 

it became obvious that the changes in the lexis of the Georgian language and stylistic colouring 
of the words are rethought and newly interprated. 

All the above mentioned additionally to other factors, made it necessary to re-edit the Geor-
gian Language Explanatory Dictionary (in eight volumes) in purpose to show the post-Soviet 
era lexical novelties and to remove the signs of the Soviet ideological infl uences. 
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rasmus raski qarTuli werisa da transliteraciis Sesaxeb da mis mier 

TbilisSi SeZenili wignebi

genialuri danieli enaTmecnieri, istoriul-SedarebiTi meTodisa da in-

doevropeistikis erT-erTi fuZemdebeli rasmus raski saqarTveloSi 4 Tves, 

1819 wlis noembridan 1820 wlis martamde imyofeboda. TbilisSi man daasrula 

Tavisi xangrZlivi mogzauroba ruseTis imperiaSi Semaval xalxTa enebis gac-

nobis mizniT, saidanac is Semdeg gaemgzavra iranSi, indoeTsa da ceilonze.

rasmus raskis saqarTveloSi yofnis Sesaxeb „enaTmecnierebis sakiTxebSi“ 

gamoqveynda leonid Cekinis werili _ „rasmus raski saqarTveloSi“ (Чекин 2016), 
romelic warmoadgens saqarTvelosTan dakavSirebuli Canawerebis fragmen-

tebis daniuridan Targmans, Tbilisidan gagzavnili werilebidan nawyvetebs, 

mogzaurobis STabeWdilebebs, sxvadasxva mosazrebas. r. raskis sxva xelnawer-

ebi, romlebic moicavs qarTul fonetikur, leqsikur da gramatikul masalas, 

jerjerobiT gamocemuli ar aris (Rask 1932-1937).
r. raskis Tbilisuri periodis Canawerebidan Cveni yuradReba miipyro orma 

sakiTxma: 

1. rogorc Cans, raskisTvis orTografia da transliteracia iyo 

mniSvnelovani Temebi, ramdenadac alfabetebis unificireba xels 

uwyobda sxvadsxva enebis monacemebis SeTanadebas. es problema 

dResac aqtualuria, sainteresoa r. raskis mosazrebebi gamoTqmu-

li qarTul werasa da transliteraciasTan dakavSirebiT dRevan-

del saliteraturo normebTan mimarTebaSi.

2. kopenhagenis universitetis direqtorisadmi rasmus niuerupusad-

mi Tbilisidan 1820 wlis 9 ianvars gagzavnil werilSi (Magazin for 
Rejseiagttagesler 1820 I: 298-299) rasmus raski uziarebs STabeWdile-

bas Tbilisis tipografiis Sesaxeb da urTavs peterburgidan da 

moskovidan universitetis biblioTekisTvis gagzavnili raritet-

uli wignebis sias, romelTa Soris asaxelebs 1819 wels TbilisSi 

dabeWdil rusul-qarTul sasaubrosa („Sekreba rusulTa ubnoba-

Ta, sazogadod cxovrebasa Sina saxmarebelTa, darTviTa qarTulisa 

TargmanisaTa, sasargeblod keTilSobilTa yrmaTa“) da 1802 wels 

gamocemul „qarTuli enis mokle gramatikas“, romelic Sedgenil-

ia arqiepiskopos varlamis (erisTavis) mier (1763-1830, 1811 wlidan 

mcxeTis mitropoliti, saqarTvelos pirveli egzarxosi). 

moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba zemoT dasaxelebuli sakiTxebi.
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Rasmus Rask about Georgian writing and transliteration and
the books bought by him in Tbilisi

Rasmus Rask, genius Danish linguist, one of the founders of comparative-historical method 
and Indoeuropeistics, was in Georgia for four months, from November 1819 till March 1820. 
In Tbilisi, he completed his long journey which aimed at getting familiar with the languages of 
the Russian Empire nations, and from here he traveled to Iran, India and Ceylon.

The article of Leonid S. Chekin “Rasmus Rask in Georgia” (Чекин 2016) about Rasmus 
Rask’s visit in Georgia has been published in “Linguistic Issues”, which represents: the notes 
connected to Georgia, the excerpts from the letters sent from Tbilisi, travel impressions, various 
opinions. Other manuscripts of Rasmus Rask, which include Georgian phonetical, lexical and 
grammatical material, are not yet published (Rask 1932-1937). 

Among R. Rask’s Tbilisi period records our attention was attracted by two issues:
1. As it seems, for Rask orthography and transliteration were important topics, as the 

unifi cation of alphabets contributed to the correlation of the data of different lan-
guages. This problem is still relevant today, and Rask’s opinions about Georgian 
writing and transliteration are notable in relation to the norms of the modern Geor-
gian standard language.

2. In his letter sent to Rasmus Newerupu the director of University of Copenhagen 
from Tbilisi on January 9,1820 (Magazin for Rejseiagttagesler 1820 I: 298-299), 
Rasmus Rask shares his impression about the typography of Tbilisi and lists the 
rare books which he sent from Petersburg and Moscow to the University library; 
among them are mentioned Russian-Georgian phrase-book (šek’reba rusulta ub-
nobata, sazogadod cxovrebasa šina saxmarebelta, dartvita kartulisa targmanisata, 
sasargeblod ketilšobilta q’rmata the title can be literally translated as follows: Rus-
sian phrases used in everyday life with Georgian translations that are very useful 
for young people) published in Tbilisi in 1819 and “Short Grammar of Georgian 
Language” composed by Archbishop Varlam (Eristavi) (1763-1830, First Exarchos 
of Georgia).

In the paper the above-mentioned issues will be discussed.
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Gothicism ideology and the discovery of the Codex Argenteus

Generally speaking, Gothicism is the ideology exploiting the myth of the Gothic peoples 
described by classical authors for the sake of self-legitimization. Starting from the 15th cent., 
rulers of different regions – from Spain to Sweden – claimed for themselves the strength, pres-
tige, and antiquity of the tribe that toppled the Roman Empire. Historical Goths were the fi rst 
Germanic tribe to convert to the Christianity, precisely to the Arianism. Eventually they disap-
peared from the scene after the defeat of their faith and the decay of the Ostrogothic Kingdom 
of Italy. However, Goths remained in the popular memory of the Germanic tribes long enough 
to infl uence their epic tradition (from Nibelungenlied to Hildebrandslied and Þiðreks saga).

No direct evidence of Gothic was available until the – incredibly timely – discovery of the 
biggest Gothic manuscript, widely known as Codex Argenteus (CA), retrieved in the abbey of 
Werden in the mid 16th century. This fuelled the ideology of Gothicism even further, also in the 
light of the rising Germanic national self-identifi cation, in direct competition with Roman and 
Latin identity, language, and culture. After the Lutheran Reform, Gothicism started being used 
in the religious debate, too. Later on, Gothicism became practically the offi cial ideology of the 
Swedish crown, yet resurfacing from time to time also in Dutch and German environment (see 
Svennung 1967; Brough 1985; Neville 2009).

The fi rst mention of the CA in a printed book appeared in Goropius Becanus’ Origines 
Antwerpianae (1569). A few decades later, after handwritten excerpts from CA had circulated 
among Northern humanists, Bonaventura Vulcanius, a Leiden professor of Greek and a scholar 
of the history of Goths, published a fi rst study specifi cally dedicated to CA and the Gothic lan-
guage: De literis et lingua Getarum sive Gothorum (1597). In the following century, CA was 
fi rst acquired by the Emperor Rudolph II and, after the Battle of Prague (1648), taken as war 
booty by Swedish troops and brought to the library of Queen Christina; for the history of the 
CA see Munkhammar (2010).

In my presentation I wish to analyse the role of the CA in enforcing the Gothicist attitude of 
the Northern Renaissance linguists, mainly in the Netherlands. Three arguments will be taken 
into consideration, in such respect.

1. The naive theory of a specifi c similarity of Gothic with Dutch (and/or Frisian), 
perhaps explainable with the lack of the High German consonant shift in Gothic as 
well as in Low German (Keidan 2018).

2. The myth of the Gothic Gospels as a prototype of the Protestant faith, since both 
Gothic text and Luther’s translation included the doxology formula at the end of 
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the Lord’s Prayer, which was absent from the Catholic versions of the Bible (cf. 
McKeown 2005; Keidan 2017).

3. The idea of a national Dutch typography, which would explain the otherwise mys-
terious Vulcanius’ observation that Becanus’s used «our Belgian letters» for typing 
Gothic excerpts in his book (cf. Keidan 2017, 2018).
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Rasmus Rask and Jakob Grimm: Two Lautverschiebung Models

Besides a number of extralinguistic details (incompleteness of Vater’s translation, etc.) con-
nected with establishing priority in the interpretation of certain earliest Germanic phenomena, 
largely ideological, the Rask – Grimm problem includes a more important aspect resulting 
from the principal difference of the two scholars’ understanding of the Consonant Shift(s). 
Grimm’s well-known comparison of the latter with “den einander folgenden Wagen” refl ects 
an approach focusing on the development of individual sounds (Grimm’s ‘letters’), supposedly 
united by a common cause (e.g. accentology). According to Grimm, ‘letter changes’ were real 
changes of sounds refl ected in writing, with phonetically admissible intermediate stages, e.g. 
*t (Proto-Germanic) > t’ > þ > θ > ð > d” > d > t (OHG). Within this scheme, both the cause 
and the mechanism of the shift remain unexplained. In contrast to this, Rasmus Rask’s ‘letters’ 
denote sound units, closest to phonemes, while ‘changes of letters’ must be regarded as cor-
respondences that exist between systems (Rask’s term), which are also connected by morpho-
logical regularities. In this context, ‘changes’ within the systems compared, responsible for the 
correspondences, seem to be the result of the rearrangement of elements that adjust themselves 
to different environments, morphologically conditioned, e.g. Common Gmc [ ] (fricative [g]) 
intervocalically, cf. Old English agan ‘to go by’, generalized in Modern Dutch, e.g. gaan ‘to 
go’. In principle, changes similar to those resulting from Lautverschiebung could have taken 
place outside the realm of Germanic, unless precluded by morphological conditions in those 
languages, cf. obstruent devoicing, /gorada/ – /gorat/ ‘town (Gen. and Nom. sg)’ or spiranti-
zation: /vdru / ~ /vdruk/ in Russian, limited to word-fi nal positions. Rask’s approach, holistic 
and therefore systemic essentially, may help resolve the main contradiction between the spon-
taneous and gradual phonetic process of the Neogrammarian scenario and the principle of an 
abrupt phonological change. 
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The Wardrops and Autocephaly: From Georgian Language to Political Action

From their fi rst encounters with Georgia in 1887 and 1894 respectively, Oliver and Marjory 
Wardrop fell in love with the Georgian language, culture, church, society, and ancient land, and 
dedicated themselves to introducing Georgia to the British Empire, if not the world. 

Marjory spent less than a year overall in Georgia (in two trips), and died in 1909 at age 40, 
but she produced an impressive body of work, published and unpublished. She oversaw the 
collecting of Georgian manuscripts, books, and periodicals, and engaged in a lively correspon-
dence with friends. Rather timid, soft-spoken, and unassuming, Marjory grew bolder in her 
pleas for Georgian independence. 

In this presentation I will discuss the importance of the Wardrops’ choice of to immediate 
and lifelong devotion to Georgia for both Oliver and Marjory and for Georgia and the grad-
ual transition from their focus on language, literature and music to their role in the national 
movement and the quest for Georgian independence. While some of Marjory’s most passionate 
pleas addressed the plight of the Georgian Orthodox Church and its leaders, other correspon-
dence attempted to raise awareness of the atrocities perpetrated on individuals and particularly 
women during the repressive years after 1905. Works to be considered: Marjory’s translation 
of Chavchavadze’s “Hermit” and her letter to Ilya Chavchavadze; her introduction to Georgian 
Folk Tales, London, 1894, her “The Life of St. Nino,” her comments about Rustaveli’s Knight 
in the Panther’s Skin, and selected correspondence, particularly after 1905. 
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The Ordeals of Chinese Grammar in the Framework of Different Ideologies

The history of Chinese grammar from the end of the 19th century to the present time is quite 
tragic. Chinese linguistics constantly had to adapt to the dominant ideologies (either of states, 
or of the linguistic mainstreams).

In the former Soviet Union, the post-Marrism discussions (1950s) coincided with the con-
struction of the People’s Republic of China (China Mainland). Discussions a) about the parts of 
speech b) about the members of the sentence took part between Soviet and Chinese Linguists. 
As a result, the picture of Chinese as a language copying the Greek-Latin standard, but with 
some specifi c “deviations”, was formed.

There were weak attempts to create a new theory of typology on the basis of the Chinese 
(V. Solntsev), to transform the system of parts of speech (A. Dragunov), but on the whole the 
“traditional” universals remained unshakable: the word, the parts of speech, the subject and 
predicate, etc. — still provoking debates. After the start of reforms (1978) in the People’s Re-
public of China (P.R.C), Chinese linguistics sharply shifted to the American generative norm, 
missing several “revolutions”: theories proposed by the outstanding linguists Yuan-Ren Chao 
and Charles Li.

In Taiwan (Republic of China, R.O.C.), theoretical Chinese grammars are still, as a rule, 
written by professors of the English language, and Chinese categories are equated to English.

In today’s Russia, rather eclectic textbooks published in the People’s Republic of China 
began to occupy the dominant place in teaching, so the studying process was fl ooded with the 
controversial exotic categories such as “additional member”, “modifi er”, etc.

Meanwhile, Chinese Language gives all the reasons to revise the norms / universals of tradi-
tional linguistics and typology, to create a new, more universal theory. In Chinese, the value of 
language levels differs; therefore phonemes, lexemes, and sentences do not play a role inherent 
in infl ectional languages.

The basis of such a theory can be based on the universal concepts of the Topic and Comment 
(Chao, Li, Kurdyumov), which can be viewed as determining for the basic phenomena of a 
language.
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Ideology and Comparative Semitic Philology in 10th Century Andalus

One of the fi rst areas of Hebrew linguistics in the East (Babylon) and West (Spain) that 
developed along the tenth century CE is comparative Semitic philology, naturally with regard 
to the languages that Jews were exposed to, then engaged in at the time, Hebrew, Arabic, and 
Aramaic.

The fi rst Hebrew grammarian, Saadiah Gaon (Egypt 882 - Babylon 942), made the most 
elaborate and profound lexical and grammatical comparisons between these languages; thus 
served as a model to many Jewish philologists in subsequent generations.

Menahem Ben-Saruq, a well-known Hebrew lexicographer who composed in mid-10th 
cent., in Cordoba, Spain, the fi rst Hebrew-Hebrew biblical dictionary, strongly opposed the 
comparison of Hebrew to Arabic for several reasons:

First - that the Holy Tongue is not supposed to be in need to any profane language, but rather 
is to be understood from within, i.e., from textual and contextual intra-biblical comparisons 
(e.g., remote parallelism). Second - that if two languages are comparable, then they are prima 
facie equal and can be completing each other. In other words, if a certain term is missing in one 
language, it should be possible for it to borrow it as is from the other cognate language.

These two reasons prevented Menahem and his students from making comparisons to Ara-
bic. To Aramaic, however, he made comparisons to a certain extent because Aramaic is never-
theless a holy language, as some passages in the books of Daniel and Ezra are written in it. In 
fact, there are also two Aramaic words in Genesis and one complete verse in Jeremiah 10.

Although the famous opponent of Menahem, the poet and critic Dunash Ben Labrat, a native 
of Fez who studied with Saadia in Babylon, and later came to Spain and became a poet in the 
court of Hasdai ibn Shaprut in Cordova, suspected that some of Menahem’s explanations to 
biblical words were based on hidden comparisons to Arabic - a matter that many scholars dealt 
with along the nineteenth and twentieth centuries - but in the end, it seems that the question 
has been resolved and it turns out that Dunash’s suspicion was false. That is, Menahem really 
opposed the comparisons to Arabic.

The presentation will expand on this issue, which clearly binds ideology with linguistics
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goTuri da anglosaqsuri werilobiTi Zeglebis onlain-qrestomaTia

saerTaSoriso konferencia „ideologia da lingvisturi ideebi 2019“ eZ-

Rvneba rasmus rasksa da istoriul-SedarebiTi enaTmecnierebis 200 wlisTavs. 

konferencia tardeba ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo 

universitetSi, sadac uZvelesi indoevropuli enebis kvlevis didi tradicia 

arsebobs. universitetis erT-erTma damfuZnebelma, giorgi axvledianma jer 

kidev 1919 wels gamosca sanskritis saxelmZRvanelo, ikvlevda avestur ena-

sac. konferenciis saredaqcio kolegiis erT-erTi wevria akademikosi Tamaz 

gamyreliZe, romlis vrcelma naSromma „indoevropuli ena da indoevropele-

bi“, Seqmnilma akademikos viaCeslav ivanovTan erTad, didi roli iTamaSa in-

doevropeistikis ganviTarebis saqmeSi.

swored am tradiciis gagrZelebaa is proeqti, romelzec amJamad vmuSaobT 

da romelic ori Zveli enis, goTurisa da anglosaqsuris saswavlo resur-

sis Seqmnas eZRvneba cifruli humanitariis meTodologiis gamoyenebiT. ukve 

Seqmnilia da internetSi ganTavsebulia goTuri da anglosaqsuri teqstebis 

onlain-qrestomaTia (https://germanic.ge/). am qrestomaTiaSi Sesuli teqstebi 

programulad integrirebulia goTur-qarTul da goTur-inglisur da an-

glosaqsur-qarTul da anglosaqsur-(Tanamedrove) inglisur leqsikonebTan 

da agreTve goTuri da anglosaqsuri sityvebis morfologiur paradigmebTan. 

am paradigmebs, iseve rogorc mTlianad am internet-resurss aqvs qarTuli 

da inglisuri versiebi, rac mas xelmisawvdoms xdis zogadad filologiiTa 

da enaTmecnierebiT, gansakuTrebiT ki germanistikiTa, Tu zogadad, indoev-

ropeistikiTa da SedarebiTi enaTmecnierebiT dainteresebul pirTaTvis ro-

gorc saqarTveloSi, aseve (inglisuri enis saerTaSoriso statusidan gamom-

dinare) mis farglebs gareTac.

istoriul-SedarebiTi meTodis erT-erTi umniSvnelovanesi monapovari 

aris mecnieruli etimologiis ganviTareba. rogorc gamocdileba gviCven-

ebs, am enebis Seswavlisas, sityvaTa etimologiebi studentTa gansakuTrebul 

interess aRZravs. maTTvis sainteresoa imis aRmoCena, rom inglisur sity-

vas SeiZleba hqondes monaTesave formebi goTurSi, sanskritSi, laTinurSi, 

ZvelslavurSi da sxva enebSi. swored amitom, qrestomaTiaSi integrirebul 

leqsikonebSi, etimologia saleqsikono sityva-statiis mniSvnelovani kompo-
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nentia. Etymologia proxima (uaxloesi etimologia) darTuli aqvs yvela goTur 

da anglosaqsur sityvas, anu yvela sasaTauro sityvas miTiTebuli aqvs mona-

Tesave formebi Zveli germanikuli enebidan da aRdgenili proto-germaniku-

li forma. magaliTad: goTuri sityvis dags ‘dRe’ etimologiuri nawili moi-

cavs Semdeg informacias: [proto-germanikuli *dagaz; Zveli inglisu ri dæ  
(Tanamedrove inglisuri day); Zveli frizuli dei, dī; Zvelsaqsuri dag; Zveli 

zemogermanuli tag, tac (Tanamedrove germanuli Tag); Zveli islandiuri dagr 
(Tanamedrove islandiuri dagur)]. bevri salesikono sityva-statia Seicavs 

aseve Soreul etimologiasac (etymologia remota), monaTesave sityvebs ara mx-

olod germanikuli enebidan, aramed sanskritidan, avesturidan, laTinuridan 

da sxva indoevropuli enebidan.

moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba qrestomaTiis struqtura da misi muSaobis 

principebi, aseve proeqtis leqsikografiuli, leqsikologiuri da teqnikuri 

aspeqtebi. 

TINATIN MARGALITADZE
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Giorgi Akhvlediani Society for the History of 
Linguistics, Georgia
tinatin.margalitadze@tsu.ge
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meladzegeorge@yahoo.com

Online Reader of Gothic and Anglo-Saxon Written Records

The International Conference ‘Ideology and Linguistic Ideas 2019’ is dedicated to Rasmus 
Rask and 200 years history of comparative and areal linguistics. The conference is held at 
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University which has a longstanding tradition of teaching an-
cient Indo-European languages: back in 1919 Giorgi Akhvlediani, one of the founders of our 
University, published a Sanskrit Manual, studied Avestan as well. One of the members of the 
Editorial Board of the Conference is academician Thomas Gamkrelidze, whose pivotal work 
‘Indo-European Language and Indo-Europeans’ written in collaboration with V. Ivanov, played 
a very important role in the development of Indo-European studies. 

 Our current project, dedicated to the development of an educational resource for two old 
languages: Gothic and Anglo-Saxon using the methodology of digital humanities, is the contin-
uation of this important tradition. The online chrestomathy of Gothic and Anglo-Saxon written 
records is already uploaded to the Internet (https://germanic.ge/). The texts included in the 
reader are programmatically integrated with Gothic-Georgian/Gothic-English and Anglo-Sax-
on-Georgian/Anglo-Saxon-(Modern) English dictionaries, as well as with the morphological 
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paradigms of Gothic and Anglo-Saxon words. These paradigms, as well as the entire resource 
itself, have their Georgian and English versions, making them accessible to the individuals 
interested in philology, linguistics and, especially, in Germanic studies in general, or, in In-
do-European studies and comparative linguistics in particular both in Georgia and (thanks to 
the international status of English) abroad. 

One of the achievements of Comparative Linguistics is scholarly etymology. Experience 
shows that etymologies of words spark particular interest of students while studying Gothic and 
Anglo-Saxon. They fi nd it very interesting to discover that an English word may have cognate 
forms in Gothic, Sanscrit, Latin, Old Church Slavonic and other languages. Therefore, dictio-
naries, integrated in the Chrestomathy, contain etymologies of words as important component 
of dictionary entries. Etymologia proxima (immediate etymology) is provided for all Gothic 
and Old English words, i.e. each entry contains cognate words from Old Germanic languages, 
as well as a reconstructed Proto-Germanic word. For example: etymological part of the entry of 
the Gothic word dags ‘day’ includes the following information: [Proto-Germanic *dagaz; Old 
English dæ (Modern English day); Old Frisian dei, dī; Old Saxon dag; Old High German tag, 
tac (Modern German Tag); Old Icelandic dagr (Modern Icelandic dagur)]. Many dictionary 
entries also contain etymologia remota (remote etymology), cognate words not only from the 
Germanic languages but also from Sanscrit, Avestan, Latin and other Indo-European languages.

The paper will describe the structure of the Chrestomathy and its modus operandi, as well as 
some lexicographic, lexicological and technical aspects of the project. 
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inglisur-qarTuli leqsikografiis istoriis erTi saintereso furceli

inglisur-qarTuli leqsikografia ingliseli avtorebis mier Seqmnili in-

glisur-qarTuli sityvarebiT iwyeba me-19 saukuneSi. ingliseli avtorebis 

mier kavkasiuri enebis, maT Soris qarTuli enis Seswavlis erT-erT pirvel 

mcdelobad ganixilaven jorj elisis wigns „ruka Savi da kaspiis zRvebs Soris 

moTavsebuli qveynebisa kavkasiis xalxTa aRweriTa da maTi enebis sityvare-

biT“, romelic 1788 wels gamoica londonSi. kavkasiis xalxTa istoriis, kul-

turis, religiisa da sxva sakiTxebis ganxilvasTan erTad, wignSi mocemulia 

kavkasiis enebis, maT Soris qarTuli enis momcro SedarebiTi leqsikoni (sul 

130 sityva) inglisuri TargmaniT. me-19 saukuneSi Seqmnil inglisur-qarTul 

sityvarebs Soris aRsaniSnavia didi britaneli qarTvelologis marjori uor-

dropis mier „vefxistyaosnis“ Targmanze muSaobisas Sedgenili 1000-sityviani 

inglisur-qarTuli leqsikoni da misive daumTavrebeli qarTul-inglisuri 

leqsikonis 200 sityviani fragmenti aso b-ze.

marjori uordrops saqarTveloSi upiratesad icnoben rogorc „vefx-

istyaosnis“ mTargmnelsa da Cveni qveynis did megobars. mas metad mWidro 

kontaqtebi hqonda mecxramete saukunis qarTvel moRvaweebTan, inteleqtu-

alur elitasTan. rac Seexeba mis inglisur-qarTul leqsikons, es naSromi 

pirvelad m. oZelma aRmoaCina oqsfordSi, bodlis biblioTekaSi uordro-

pebis fondze muSaobis dros, gasuli saukunis 90-ian wlebSi. rogorc irkveva, 

marjori uordrops TiTqmis erTdroulad dauwyia muSaoba „vefxistyaosnis“ 

Targmanze da inglisur-qarTul leqsikonze. es faqti aisaxa kidec leqsiko-

nis sityvanze, romlis 80% „vefxistyaosnis“ leqsikaa. 

marjori uordropis inglisur-qarTuli leqsikoni integrirebulia Ceim-

bersis inglisuri enis etimologiur leqsikonSi (Chambers’ Etymological Dictio-
nary of the English language: A New and Thoroughly Revised Edition. Edited by A. Findlatter. 
London, 1884). leqsikoni, savaraudod, specialurad marjorisTvis iyo akinZu-

li inglisur-qarTuli leqsikonis Sesadgenad. etimologiuri leqsikonis 

yovel gverds CarTuli aqvs carieli furceli, romelzec marjori werda in-

glisuri sityvebis qarTul Sesatyvisebs da nel-nela avsebda leqsikons. Ceim-

bersis etimologiuri leqsikoni 600 gverds moicavs, rac gvafiqrebinebs, rom 

marjoris vrceli inglisur-qarTuli leqsikonis Sedgena hqonda ganzraxuli. 
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miuxedavad imisa, rom marjori uordropis leqsikoni dausrulebelia, misi 

Seswavla mravali TvalsazrisiT aRmoCnda saintereso. moxsenebaSi gaanal-

izebuli iqneba leqsikonis sityvani, leqsikonSi Setanili „vefxistyaosnis“ 

leqsikis inglisuri ekvivalentebis mimarTeba Tavad TargmanSi dadasture-

bul ekvivalentebTan, naCvenebi iqneba rogor faqizad grZnobs qarTul enas 

mTargmneli, rogori aRtacebulia igi qarTuli enis leqsikuri simdidriTa 

da mravalferovnebiT. 

wels marjori uordropis dabadebidan 150 weli sruldeba. es weli mar-

jori uordropis wladaa gamocxadebuli da bevri RonisZiebaa dagegmili ro-

gorc saqarTveloSi, ise did britaneTSi. swored am mniSvnelovan TariRs 

da qarTuli kulturis istoriisaTvis am did figuras eZRvneba misi ingli-

sur-qarTuli leqsikonis srulad gacifrebuli versiis gamoqveyneba. miuxe-

davad imisa, rom marjori uordropis inglisur-qarTuli leqsikoni daum-

Tavrebelia, vfiqrobT es naSromi am unikaluri britaneli qarTvelologis 

kidev erT saintereso waxnags warmoaCens da qarTuli enis, qarTuli kultur-

is popularizaciisaTvis gaweuli didi muSaobis axal furcels Slis qarTve-

li mkiTxvelisaTvis. 
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An Interesting Page in the History of English-Georgian Lexicography

English-Georgian lexicography begins in the 19th century with the creation of English-Geor-
gian word-lists by English authors. ‘Memoir of a map of the countries comprehended between 
the Black Sea and the Caspian; with an account of the Caucasian nations, and the vocabularies 
of their languages” by G. Ellis, published in London in 1788 is regarded as one of the very fi rst 
attempts of English authors to study Caucasian languages, including Georgian. Along with the 
discussion of the history, culture, religion, etc. of Caucasian peoples, the book also contains a 
minor (about 130 words) dictionary of Caucasian languages with their corresponding English 
translations.

Among the word-lists compiled in the 19th century, special attention should be paid to the 
English-Georgian dictionary of 1,000 words compiled by Marjory S. Wardrop and 200-word 
fragment (letter B) of her unfi nished Georgian-English dictionary. 
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In Georgia, Marjory Wardrop is primarily known as a translator of “The Knight in the Pan-
ther’s Skin” into English and a great friend of our country. She had very strong ties with the 
19th century Georgian public fi gures and representatives of the Georgian intellectual elite. 

As to her Dictionary, this work was fi rst discovered by M. Odzeli while working at the 
Wardrop Fund of the Bodleian Library, Oxford University back in the 1990s. Marjory started 
her work on the English-Georgian Dictionary simultaneously with the translation of the poem. 
This is refl ected on the word-list of Marjory’s Dictionary, as 80 per cent of Dictionary entries 
are from ‘The Knight in the Panther’s Skin’.

Marjory Wardrop’s English-Georgian Dictionary is integrated into Chambers’ Etymological 
Dictionary of the English language (A New and Thoroughly Revised Edition. Edited by A. 
Findlatter. London, 1884). The Wardrop Fund of the Bodleian Library contains a copy of the 
Etymological Dictionary, formerly belonging to Marjory Wardrop, which was bound especially 
for her in order to be used for the production of English-Georgian dictionary. Each page of the 
etymological dictionary is supplied with a blank page, where Marjory wrote down Georgian 
matches for some English words, gradually compiling her own dictionary. On Decembar 5, 
1892 she entered 1000th word in her dictionary. The Etymologycal Dictionary contains 600 
pages which leads us to the conclusion that Marjory intended to produce an extensive En-
glish-Georgian dictionary.

Even though Marjory Wardrop’s dictionary is unfi nished, still in many ways it proved ex-
tremely interesting to study it. The paper will analyze the wordlist of the Dictionary as well as 
the relation of the English equivalents of the lexical units from “the Knight in the Panther’s 
Skin” included in the dictionary, with the equivalents occurring in the translation itself. The pa-
per will also demonstrate, how acutely precise the translator’s perception of the Georgian lan-
guage is and how delighted she is with the lexical riches and diversity of the Georgian language.

This year marks the 150th anniversary of Marjory Wardrop’s birth and is declared the Year 
of Marjory Wardrop with many activities and festive events scheduled both in Georgia and in 
the UK. The publication of the fully digitized version of Marjory Wadrop’s English-Georgian 
Dictionary is dedicated to this important anniversary and to Marjory Wardrop herself, who was 
indeed a prominent fi gure in the history of the Georgian culture. 

Despite the fact that both dictionaries are unfi nished, we believe that the materials of Mar-
jory Wardrop’s English-Georgian and Georgian-English dictionaries show another aspect of 
the versatile talent of this exceptional British Kartvelologist, turning before the eyes of grateful 
Georgian readers a whole new page of the annals depicting her enormous quest in pursuit of the 
promotion and popularization of the Georgian language and culture.
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qarTuli taqtili da usinaTlo yruTa problemebi saqarTveloSi1

usinaTlo yruebisTvis gamoyenebuli xelze damwerlobis sistemebi Zir-

iTadad an laTinur anbans eyrdnoba, an Tavisufal simbolur niSnebs. aseve 

gamoiyeneba xelisgulze asoebis weris meTodic _ dermobrazia. erT-erTi 

yvelaze warmatebuli sistema aris lormis taqtiluri anbani, romelic Sesa-

bamisi adaptirebiT farTod gamoiyeneba evropis mraval qveyanaSi. saqarTve-

loSi mcxovrebi usinaTlo yruebisaTvis Cem mier Seqmnili pirveli qarTuli 

taqtiluri anbani, romelic warmodgenilia statiaSi, eyrdnoba saerTaSori-

so lormis anbans. amasTanave igi iTvaliswinebs qarTuli enis masalas da Se-

Zlebisdagvarad ukavSirdeba sayovelTaod cnobil Temebs (c _ ceri, n _ neki, 

S _ Sua TiTi, j _ jvari, w _ wre). aseve zoggan daculia garkveuli taqtilu-

ri simetriebi da asea warmodgenili wyvileulis mJReri napralovnebi z _ J, 

sameulis mJReri xSulebi b _ g _ d; yru fSvinierebi: f _ q da afrikatebi Z _ 

W. aseve SevimuSaveT taqtilirebis aTi wesi. uaxloes momavalSi vgegmavT de-

taluri neirkognituri kvlevebis Catarebas, radganac migvaCnia, rom am tipis 

anbanTa testireba unda moxdes neirkognituri lingvistikis meTodebiT, raTa 

gamovlindes, Tu ramdenad warmatebulia esa Tu is sakomunikacio sistema. 

sxva taqtilur sakomunikacio sistemebTan erTad, qarTul taqtilur anbans 

sasicocxlo mniSvneloba aqvs adgilobrivi usinaTlo yruebisaTvis.

moxsenebaSi warmodgenili iqneba usinaTlo yruTa komunikaciis problemis 

istoria saqarTveloSi da aqve ganvixilav samomavlo perspeqtivebsac ino-

vaciuri teqnologiebis gamoyenebiT. 

1 kvleva ganxorcielda SoTa rusTavelis erovnuli samecniero fondis finansuri mxardaWeriT, 

216702 „qarTuli Jesturi enis zmnis morfologia“.
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Georgian tactile and the problems of Deaf-blind in Georgia2

 Writing systems used for Deaf-blind people are mostly based on Latin alphabet or arbitrary 
symbols, although the method of tracing or ‘print-on-palm’ is also used. One of the most suc-
cessful systems for communication with Deaf-blind people is the Lorm tactile alphabet, which 
is widely used in many European countries with certain adaptations. The fi rst Georgian tactile 
alphabet – GeoLorm was created for Deaf-Blind people living in Georgia. Along with other 
tactile communication systems GeoLorm is vital for local Deaf-blind people. It is based on the 
international Lorm alphabet. At the same time, this alphabet refers to the Georgian language 
material and is connected with some well-known themes: ts – tseri ‘the thumb’, n – nek’i – ‘lit-
tle fi nger’, sh – shua titti ‘the middle fi nger’, j – jvari ‘cross’, ts’ – ts’re ‘circle’. Some symme-
tries are also protected in Geo-Lorm between the voiced fricatives z – j, voiced stops b – g – d, 
voiceless aspirated p – k, affricates dz – ch’. The ten rules for tactile communication were also 
elaborated. To conduct detailed neurocognitive studies are planned for the near future, as I be-
lieve that these types of alphabets should be tested with methods of neurocognitive linguistics 
in order to determine how successful the communication system is.

The paper concerns the ideology of equal opportunity. Freedom and equality are founda-
tional values that we draw upon when envisioning a better society. Equality of opportunity is a 
social ideal that combines concern with freedom and equality, and this social ideal provides a 
vision of how we ought to live together (Stanford University. McCoy Family Center for Ethics 
in Society). I intend to present the history of the problem of communication with Georgian 
Deaf-blind and to discuss the future perspectives via innovation technologies. 

References  
1. Scott M. (Ed.) (2012) Deaf-Blind reality: Living the Life Stoffel. Gallaudet Univer-

sity Press. 
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3. Frankel, M. A. (2002), Deaf-Blind Interpreting: Interpreters’ Use of Negation in 
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Linguistics and Ideology, Sauvageot and Marr

In French linguistics, Aurélien Sauvageot (1897-1988) is primarily known as a specialist of 
Finno-Ugric languages (urged by Antoine Meillet [1866-1936] to study these languages) and as 
the founder of the French school of Finno-Ugric linguistics. In 1931 he inaugurated the profes-
sorship for Finno-Ugric languages at the Ecole des langues et civilisations orientales in Paris. 
Sauvageot is fi rst of all famous for his works on Finnish (Esquisse de la langue fi nnoise, 1946) 
and Hungarian (L’édifi cation de la langue hongroise, 1971) languages. He also translated some 
pieces of literature from these languages into French. But Aurélien Sauvageot also worked on 
other minor Finno-Ugric languages, on Gothic (L’Emploi de l’article en gotique, 1929) and 
French (Français écrit, français parlé, 1962) languages. 

Language and linguistics in general were also among his interests, as can show his 1992 
posthumous book La structure du langage. And, from a political point of view, Sauvageot was 
communist and Marxist. These two points inevitably resulted in the fact that Aurélien Sau-
vageot was therefore interested and also implied in the application of Marxism in sciences, 
and especially in linguistics. In these conditions, he could not ignore Nikolaj Marr’s attempt to 
create, in Soviet Union, a Marxist linguistics.

In this paper, I would like to present and analyze the way Aurélien Sauvageot received 
Marr’s theory and also what he himself had in mind when he spoke about introducing Marxism 
in linguistics. As sources I will use the above-mentioned works of Sauvageot (most of them can 
be considered as containing some Marxists elements), but also some texts by Sauvageot dedi-
cated to Marr’s theory (“Linguistique et Marxisme: la théorie ‘japhétique’ de l’académicien N. 
Marr”, 1937). A letter by Sauvageot to Marr will also be presented.

In conclusion some points about Marxism and linguistics will be considered, from the anal-
ysis made of the way Sauvageot considered Marr’s theory. Two questions will be particularly 
treated: 1) what was Marxism in linguistics for Aurélien Sauvageot (and for his French Com-
munist colleague, Semitologist Marcel Cohen [1884-1974])?, and 2) is a common ideology 
enough to connect two linguists or not?
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enobrivi reformebis kulturuli da socialur-politikuri konteqsti

(enobrivi reformebi saqarTveloSi)

enobrivi reforma enobrivi dagegmvis erT-erTi saxea, romelic, rogorc 

wesi, gamowveulia gansakuTrebuli politikur-kulturuli garemoebebiT da 

xorcieldeba mniSvnelovani administraciuli RonisZiebebis meSveobiT. eno-

brivi reformebis Rrma analizi mravali politikuri teqstisa da qveteqs-

tis amocnobis SesaZleblobas Seicavs, Tumca lingvistebi ZiriTadad Tavs 

arideben enobrivi reformis politikur mizezebze saubars da im meoreu-

li Sedegidan amodian, romelic enis siwmindis, enobrivi normisa da stan-

dartebis dadgenis lingvistur kriteriumebs exeba. cxadia, uSualod enaSi 

ganxorcielebuli gegmiuri Careva, enobriv masaladve realizdeba, magram 

SemTxvevaTa umravlesobaSi yvela sagangebod dagegmili da ganxorcielebuli 

lingvisturi RonisZieba farTo saxelmwifoebriv (da xSirad, saerTaSoriso) 

konteqstSic SeiZleba davinaxoT; magaliTad, meoce saukuneSi Cinuri enis 

unifikaciis kursis kulminaciuri momenti iyo 1949 wels CineTis saxalxo 

respublikis mier gatarebuli RonisZiebebi. imis gaTvaliswinebiT, rom 1949 

wlamde CineTis mosaxleoba 500 mln adamians Seadgenda, romelTaganac 80%-ma 

kiTxva ar icoda, advili warmosadgenia, ramden da raoden Rrmad gansxvave-

bul dialeqtsa Tu kilokavze laparakobda es xalxi, romlis konsolidireba 

enobrivi reformis gareSe ver moxerxdeboda. aseTive „macentralizebeli“ 

reformebi gatarda sxvadasxva dros safrangeTSi, germaniaSi, ruseTSi da 

aziisa da evropis bevr sxva qveyanaSi; istoria icnobs iseT SemTxvevebsac, 

rodesac kolonizatoruli reJimebi dapyrobili an politikur-ekonomiku-

rad masze damokidebuli qveynebis mimarT diskriminaciul enobriv politi-

kas atareben (mag., qarTuli skolebisa da qarTulad wirva-locvis akrZalva 

mefis ruseTis mier saqarTvelos aneqsiisTanave (me-19 saukunis dasawyisidan). 

enobrivi reformebis kvali Cans qarTul istoriul warsulSic; amis dastur-

ia „qarTlis cxovrebis“ monacemebi, qarTuli mwerlobis nimuSebi, saeklesio 

arqivebi, sxvadasxva leqsikonisa Tu saZieblis monacemebi, cnobil qarTvel 

moRvaweTa analitikuri statiebi, qarTvel enaTmecnierTa da istorikosTa 

naSomebi da sxv. 

yoveli reforma garkveuli periodis gasvlis Semdeg SeiZleba Sefasdes im 
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Sedegebis mixedviT, romlebic droSi Semowmda da momavalSi gansaxorciele-

beli enobrivi politikis mizezi gaxda. amgvari kompleqsuri kvlevebi qar-

Tuli enis reformebis Tanmimdevruli Seswavlis mimarTulebiT jerjerobiT 

Catarebuli ar aris. 

winamdebare moxseneba miznad isaxavs qarTuli enis mimarT gatarebuli eno-

brivi reformebis sxvadasxva safexuris ganxilvasa da yoveli maTganisaTvis 

savaraudo politikuri konteqstis misadagebas.
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Cultural and Socio-Political Context of Language Reform
(Language Reforms in Georgia)

Language reform is one of the aspects of language planning which, as a rule, results from the 
peculiar political and cultural circumstances and is carried out by means of the serious admin-
istrative events. The in-depth analysis of language reforms involves the probability of revealing 
many political texts and sub-texts, though, generally linguists avoid discussing the political 
causes of language reforms referring to the second outcome which is linked to establishing 
such linguistic criteria as the purity, norms and standards of language. It is obvious that planned 
interference directly in language is realized itself in the linguistic material, but in most cases all 
well-organized linguistic events can be seen in the wider national and international context as 
well, for example, in the 20th century the culmination of the course in unifi cation of the Chinese 
language were the measures taken by the People’s Republic of China in 1949. Considering the 
fact, that before 1949, China had a population of 500 million, 80 percent of which couldn’t read, 
it is easy to imagine the number and variety of dialects and sub-dialects used by people whose 
consolidation couldn’t be achieved without language reforms. The relative “centralized” re-
forms were implemented in France, Germany, Asia and many other European countries during 
different periods of time. There are enough facts from history about colonial regimes that car-
ried out discrimination policy towards the conquered territories or politically and economically 
dependent countries (for instance, prohibition of the Georgian language at Georgian schools 
and during church services by Tzarist Russia immediately after the annexation of Georgia from 
the beginning of the 19th century).

 The traces of language reforms can be found in the historic past of Georgia. It is confi rmed 
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by the data collected from “Kartlis Tskhovreba” (History of Georgia), examples of the written 
texts in the Georgian language, church records, many other reference sources, analytical articles 
of the well-known Georgian public fi gures, works of the Georgian linguists and historians.

Every reform can be evaluated after some time, regarding the outcomes which were tested 
over time and which promoted the further realization of language policy. The analogues pro-
found and systematic studies on the reforms of the Georgian language haven’t been conducted 
yet. 

The aim of the submitted article is to analyse different stages of the reforms of the Georgian 
language and to match the feasible political context with each of these stages.
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A continuing problem: the substratum infl uence on
Romanian and the ideological approaches

Romanian began to represent an important language in the fi eld of historical and compar-
ative linguistics starting with the 2nd half of the 19th c. At that time, the main focus was to 
demonstrate the Latin origin (which is obvious), and to identify the non-Romance infl uences. 
The Slavic infl uence was next in focus. Less important, at least if we look at the evolution of 
research ever since, seems to be the substratum (Thracian) infl uence, which has remained a 
peripheral approach in the attempts to clarify the historical development of Romanian. There 
is nothing specifi c, in principle, as substrata played an important role in the evolution of all 
the Romance and non-Romance languages. What is, therefore, so peculiar in the case of Ro-
manian? Obviously, the fact that, out of all the other Romance languages, Romanian has a 
Thracian substratum, i.e. a language of satem character, while West Romance languages mainly 
had a centum substratum (‘Italic’, with all its complex developments, including the Etruscan 
non-Indo-European infl uence, and Celtic). Of course, if we refer to Iberia, Basque is not an 
Indo-European language either, but its evolution has been marked by speakers of Romance 
languages, mainly Spanish and French. 

Coming back to the ‘Romanian issue’, one may identify, I think, two main ideological ap-
proaches: one refers to the Latin heritage, i.e. the stress on the Latin structure of Romanian 
(the so-called ‘Latinist movement’); the second refers to the infl uences coming from what is 
currently labelled Barbaricum in the scientifi c literature, i.e. non-Latin infl uences, a category in 
which both the Thracian substratum and the subsequent Slavic infl uence are grouped together. 
At this point, it seems two additional ideological approaches may be identifi ed: one stressing 
(and often) exaggerating the Slavic infl uence, the other one stressing (and also exaggerating?) 
the substratum (or Thracian) infl uence. But have some linguists really exaggerated the sub-
stratum infl uence on Romanian? There is a constant battle between the ‘autochtonists’, on the 
one hand, and ‘Slavophiles’, on the other. Where is the truth, in fact? Was the Slavic infl uence 
crucial in understanding the evolution of Romanian, or the substratum (Thracian) infl uence? 
Or perhaps both? And what about other infl uences, e.g. Germanic, Albanian, Turkish etc.? The 
brief answer is that the substratum infl uence on Romanian has been put down rather than over-
bid. A longer answer will be hopefully given in the presentation.

The paper tries to answer the basic questions of the Romanian historical evolution, the ideo-
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logical (read: political) approaches, and the present-day situation in the etymological and his-
torical analysis of Romanian. It is noteworthy that Romanian has, on the one hand, a plethora 
of etymological dictionaries, but none reliable and/or complete, on the other hand. The etymo-
logical dictionaries of Romanian are either badly conceived (Cihac, 2nd part of the 19th c.) or 
wonderfully planned, but incomplete (Candrea-Densusianu, beginning of the 20th c.) or simply 
incoherent (e.g. Vinereanu, recent). 

The presentation (and the paper to be prepared for print) tries to update some known data, 
and to suggest possible ways to solve some basic problems, of both scientifi c and ideologi-
cal-political character. 
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Expressing ideologies through linguistic examples:
The case of polysynthesis and recursion

Linguistic complexity has recently been at the forefront of several controversial debates. 
Here we illustrate their ideological implications based on two morphosyntactic examples, i.e., 
polysynthesis and recursion, in order to show that the rather vague concept of complexity is 
often used as a cover for more specifi c ideological positions.

As illustrated by the accounts of the languages of North and Central America since the 
16th century, polysynthesis has provided a window onto not only the grammar and lexicon of 
‘exotic’ languages but also the speakers’ cognitive, cultural and social features. The evolving 
conceptions of such properties as the complexity of word structure as well as noun incorpora-
tion and the assumed absence of abstract terms contributed to the construction of biased images 
of the languages and their speakers: the ‘exotic’ otherness of polysynthesis was valued either 
positively, as in the notion of the Noble Savage, or negatively, as in the racialist doctrines of 
the 19th century. Our second example, recursion, has been claimed to be the only feature that is 
both unique and universal to human language and cognition (Hauser et al. 2002). This view has 
however been challenged based on data from several languages, most prominently the Amazo-
nian language Pirahã, whose alleged lack of recursive structures was taken by Everett (2005) as 
proof that culture determines language. 

Both debates have implications that go beyond descriptive facts about individual languages. 
In both cases, relatively scarce data from individual, exoticized languages are taken to prove 
general claims about human nature. For example, the debate on recursion has direct implications 
for the extent to which language is determined by culture as opposed to genetics. It also informs 
the assessment of methodological questions, for example whether linguistics should linguistics 
should prioritize the investigation of a wide range of languages or a higher level of detail in 
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the investigation of fewer individual languages. With regard to ideological implications, both 
debates rely on the exoticism of the relevant languages, as in Everett’s (2005) description of 
Pirahã as being highly exceptional, even though most of his observations have previously been 
described for other languages. In addition, racism plays a signifi cant role in both debates, as 
illustrated by the benchmarks established in the 19th century on the basis of impressionistically 
measured complexity of word structure, which were meant to evaluate speakers with regard to 
their capacity for, e.g., abstract thought, categorization and social organization.
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ideologiuri Stampebis qronologiuri devalvaciisaTvis

mecxramete saukunis ruseTis imperiis agresia CrdiloeT kavkasiaSi (1817-

1864) da misi umZimesmi eTnikuri Sedegebi (genocidi, deportacia, totaluri 

muxajiroba...) ruseTis Sida politikis nawilobrivi koreqtireba gamoiwvia, 

rasac kulturTreigeruli princepebis danergvis mcdeloba moyva. 

erT-erT aseT RonisZiebad migvaCnia regionSi axali grafikuli sistemis 

danergvis mcdeloba da Sesabamisi ideologiuri terminebis (`kavkasiis um-

werlobo enebi~ _ carizmis periodi, `axali damwerlobis enebi~ _ sabWouri 

periodi) farTo gavrceleba. 

CrdiloeT kavkasiis werilobiTi Zeglebi adastureben, rom VIII-XII sauku-

neebSi CrdiloeT kavkasiis xalxebi jer qarTul, Semdgom XIV-XIX saukunis 

pirvel naxevramde arabul grafikas, xolo XIX saukunis meore naxevridan 

kirilicas iyenebdnen.

CamoTvlili grafikuli sistemebis Seqmnis daTariReba (qarTuli _ V, arabu-

li _ VII, xolo kirilica X saukuneebi) cxadyofs, rom or pirvelTan Sedare-

biT axali damwerlobis sistemad sakuTriv kirilica warmoCndeba.

sabWoTa xalxebis myari integraciis mizniT istoriis mecnierebaSi inerge-

boda Sesabamisi eTnosebis xangrZlivi Tanacxovrebis yalbi safuZvlebi . mag-

aliTad, 1966 wels moskovSi gamomcemloba “nauka”-Si gamovida pirveli wigni 

seriisa: «История СССР с древнейших времен до наших дней». 
Tanamedrove etapze zemoT CamoTvlili cnebebi anaqronizmebs warmoad-

genen da arsebul realobasTan kavSiri ara aqvT.
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The chronological devaluation of ideological stamps

In the middle of the 19th century (1817-1864) Russian imperialism in the Northern Caucasus 
with heavy ethnic consequences (genocide, total deportation) resulted in partial adjustment of 
Russian internal policy, leading to imposition of cultural and religious principles.

We consider that the creation of new writing systems and imposition of new ideological 
terms as “Caucasian non written languages” (during Tsarist period) and “newly written lan-
guages” (Soviet period) constituted one of those steps.

The written haritage of the Northern Caucasus demonstrate that northern Caucasian peoples 
in XII-XIV centuries were using Georgian script and later in XIV-XIX started to use Arabic 
writing script. The Cyrillic was introduced from the second half of the XIX century.

Periodization of those graphic systems reveals that Cyrillic, created in the tenth century is 
a later graphic system in comparison with the Georgian and Arabic one, and this implies the 
incompatibility of this ideological stamp.

In order to promote the integration of the soviet peoples the false principles of long-standing 
co-existence among those ethnic groups were introduced and promoted in soviet historical sci-
ences. For example, in 1966 publishing house “Nauka” (Scicence) published the fi rst book from 
the series of books “History of the USSR from ancient times to the present days.”

Nowadays those concepts represent an anachronism and are disconnected from the existant 
reality.
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Hugo Schuchardt and Nikolay Marr. About and around the correspondence

From 1896 to 1911 Hugo Schuchardt and Nikolay Marr exchanged their views on linguistic 
and philological topics in a fascinating correspondence, written in German, now kept in the 
archives of Graz and Saint Petersburg.

The aim of the present paper is to introduce and discuss the relationship between the two 
scholars, and, more generally, to evaluate, in their scientifi c work, their references to each other. 
It is worth noting that Nikolay Marr, who very seldom referred to his sources, in some places 
made explicit mention of Schuchardt, whom he considered to be a “dissident” in the Indo-Eu-
ropean camp; such an interpretation appears to have been accepted and developed in the Soviet 
historiography, where Schuchardt’s name is often associated with Marr’s, usually in a critical 
sense.

The correspondence took place during the so called philological period of Marr’s activity, 
when he produced a large amount of editions of Old Georgian and Old Armenian texts; still, it 
contains some some issues related to Marr’s theory, or rather idea about the genetic relationship 
of the Kartvelian language family with the Semitic languages, fi rstly published in the Georgian 
journal “Iveria” in 1888 and only many years later made available to a broader public in 1908. 
Over time, however, the attitude of Hugo Schuchardt towards the linguistic theories of his 
Georgian colleague radically changed, as can be observed from a letter sent by Schuchardt to 
a colleague and friend of Marr, the Germanist Friedrich Braun in 1922, which contains strong 
criticism of Marr’s etymologies and language comparisons.
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The lexical substratum of Romanian: Two centuries of linguistic debates and
patriotic fi ghts

Our paper presents the evolution of two parallel, but linked, phenomena : the linguistic 
research about the Romanian lexical substratum (of hypothetical Balkanic origin) and the 
state-sponsored historiograpy + patriotism, or, after 1990, the popularr (lay, dilettante) histo-
riography and patriotism. 

The great historian and linguist, the prince of Moldavia, Dimitrie Cantemir, in his book, 
Descriptio antiqui et hodierni status Moldaviae, (1714) in the IV-th chapter, De lingua Mol-
davorum, is the fi rst to attribute some words to the substratum: 

Caeterum observandum, reperiri in Moldavorum lingua aliquot vocabula, quae cum 
tam latinae, quam reliquis vicinarum gentium dialectis incognita sint, ex antiqua 
Dacica remansisse forsitan haud sine ratione existimamus. Neque enim obstat quid-
quam, quo minus credamus Romanorum in Dacia colonias, vel servis Dacis usos 
fuisse, vel etiam, si quis uxorem perdiderat, mulierculas ex illa gente in matrimo-
nium duxisse, unde facile indigenarum aliqua vox in illorum sermonem irrepere 
potuit. Tales sunt: stezar = quercus; padure = sylva; halesteu = stagnum; carare = 
semita, 
graesk = loquor; privesk = aspicio; nemeresk = aliquo pervenio. 
Since then, the research on the subject evolved. 

None of Cantemir’s etymologies are now accepted, but the idea itself, that some substratum 
words subsisted in Romanian, has survived. However, „substratum words“ and „Dacian words“ 
are two completely different ideas. For a long time in research, they were confused. 

Bogdan Petriceicu Haşdeu, in his dictionary Etymogicum magnum Romaniae (1886) propos-
es a list of substratum words : azugă, bară, batal, bălan, bordei. brînză, doină, mălai etc. Most 
of them are considered now as having other origins, Romance, or being of unknown origin.. A 
few are considered as belonging to the substratum. 

Haşdeu was a polyglot, an erudite, an excellent etymologist, but impulsive and his etymol-
ogies were wrong at times. 

During the years 1980-1989, the communist president Nicolae Ceauşescu emphasised the 
supposed Dacian origin of the Romanians, celebrated in 1980 „2050 years since the foundation 
of the fi rst united and independent Dacian state“. 
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Nicolae Ceauşescu, especially after 1980, has been a nationalistic leader, more than a com-
munist one. The references to Marx, Engels, Lenin almost completely disappeared from the 
public discourse after 1980. The Dacians became an important symbolic component of his 
nationalism. 

The apogee of the Dacian mania in linguistics is the evil decade 1980-1989 : Aurel Berinde 
and Simion Lugojan publish Contribuţii la cunoaşterea limbii dacilor / Contributions to the 
study of the language of the Dacians in 1984 : the book offers puerile comparisons between 
Romanian and Sanskrit. 

Ceauşescu accepts and probably even encourages the suggestions that Romanian has an im-
portant Dacian vocabulary, despite the fact that we know only a dozen Dacian words, most of 
them plant names quoted by Dioscorides, with unreliable phonetic transcription from Dacian to 
the Greek alphabet, and vacillating spellings by the scribes. 

The Dacian patriotism after 1990 

On the fringes of honest research, after 1990 a vocal minority appeared, who became very 
visible in the media : the ones who consider that Romanian is not a Romance language, but Da-
cian, because the Roman conquest was too short, covered a small area : the Romans had simply 
no time to Romanize the population AND THEREFORE Romanian is Dacian. Tens of books 
were published in this vein, conferences organized, TV shows broadcasted. 
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Schuchardt and the Neogrammarian controversy

Hugo Schuchardt was one of the most consistent opponents of the Neogrammarians who 
deepened and gathered all previous objections to the Neogrammarian conception of sound law. 
Many of his ideas were developed by next generations of linguists (e.g. the theory of lexical dif-
fusion). Schuchardt became the most serious critic of the Neogrammarian hypothesis, his ideas 
built the foundation of the so called Neogrammarian controversy and became a starting point 
for new linguistic methods and theories. In this presentation, his criticism of the Neogrammaran 
hypothesis of unexceptionability of the sound laws is analyzed (the notion of exception, strict 
division of the psychological and the physiological factor in the course of sound change). Based 
on this criticism, the system of his own theoretical views can be understood better. E.g., his idea 
of the role which frequency of some sound clusters plays in spreading a phonological change 
through the lexicon. In Schuchardt’s view almost every sound change can be more or less ana-
logical, and in addition to that it is in principle impossible to say for sure that we have a sound 
change which is free of any psychological associations.

Another point of the Neogrammarian sound change theory which is considered by Schuchardt 
as weak is the expression one and the same dialect because there is no such a thing as a com-
pletely homogeneous speech community. 

The Neogrammarians saw the origin of language change inside the language itself (so did 
de Saussure, structural and generative linguists). They were reluctant to admit that the most 
important changes of language in time happen only because the very speakers change. That was 
the most serious mistake of the Neogrammarians. It was frightening for them to assume that 
speakers are the main source of language change because then they would lose their hope of de-
scribing and explaining language in a scientifi c way — on that occasion it would be impossible 
to formulate the phonological laws and predict their results. To admit that would mean that they 
are able to explain and predict the changes which happen to the very speakers.

Unfortunately, the Neogrammarians considered the interplay of the language system and the 
speaker in a mechanical way and left the latter only a passive role. 

Thus, Schuchardt’s view on language change had more explanatory strength than the Neo-
grammarian conception because he took into account not only the language system, but also the 
speakers who were important factor by language change.
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Rasmus Rask in Tbilisi (November 8, 1819 – March 5, 1820)

Rask made an extended stopover in Tbilisi (known to him by its old international name of 
Tifl is) on the way to Persia, India, and Ceylon. Overall, his great Asian journey was far from 
being successful; at the very least he did not meet the expectations of his mentors and patrons. 
The nadir occurred in India in the spring of 1821, when various physical ailments culminated 
in a severe mental breakdown. However, the time in Tbilisi still belonged to the early part of 
his journey, which was one of the happiest periods of his uneasy career. Rask’s letters from this 
period and entries in his travel diary show a scholar with potential, confi dence, communication 
skills, and sense of humor, qualities that would have surprised those who knew him as a bitter 
asocial pedant after his return from his great journey. Likewise, these materials would not al-
ways fi t the ideal scientifi c persona of the distinguished professor and staunch patriot, which 
Danish academic community tried to impose on Rask soon after his death. 

When Rask undertook his journey, his mentor and friend Rasmus Nyerup was starting a new 
literary Magazin for Rejseiagttagelser aimed at a broad audience. Nyerup specifi cally asked 
Rask to contribute to it. Some of the letters from Rask’s journey, fi rst published by Nyerup, were 
later included in anthologies of Danish literature as examples of great travel writing. Following 
classical Scandinavian canon, Rask created a heroic-comical context for his travels, cherish-
ing wordplay and opportunities for misunderstanding. Ludvig Holberg with his plays, with the 
heroic-comical poem Peder Paars, and with the Subterraneous Travels of Niels Klim, was his 
favorite author. The very last quote from Holberg in Rask’s epistolarium can be found in a letter 
written not long before Rask departed from Tbilisi. The letters of this type (addressed not only to 
Nyerup) can be read together with his diary as a single travelogue describing his two-year long 
journey through the Russian Empire, from Finland to Georgia. The Georgian part of this travel-
ogue provides unique and often lively details about the faculty of the School for Nobility, about 
a German pietist community which had settled in the area, and about the daily life in Tbilisi. 

One draft letter from this period includes a discussion of the potential “Europeanization” of 
the Georgian writing system. It is unusual that the draft letter was written in a mix of Danish 
and German. Rask probably shaped his ideas during discussions with Russian-German colonial 
administrators in Tifl is around the table of Governor Roman Ivanovich von der Hoven, where 
Rask was often invited for dinner (and where he made acquaintance, among others, with the fa-
mous writer and diplomat Aleksandr Sergeevich Griboedov). Rask would return to this problem 
in the last publication which appeared in his lifetime, a treatise on transliteration of Armenian 
and Georgian texts, printed between 1 – 10 November 1832.
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An early historical linguist: the Dutch merchant Lambert ten Kate

Lambert ten Kate (1674 – 1731) was a Dutch merchant and dilettante who also wrote about 
theological topics and about language. His fi rst linguistic work Ten Kate wrote in 1699. It had 
to wait till 1896 before it was published: Verhandeling over de Klankkunde, ‘Treatise on Pho-
nology’, a representation of the formation and character of the linguistic sounds. This study was 
followed in 1710 by Gemeenschap tussen de gottische spraeke ende de nederduytsche ‘Simi-
larity between the Gothic language and Low German’. His main linguistic work is Aenleiding 
tot de kennisse van het verhevene deel der nederduytsche sprake (1723), ‘Introduction to the 
knowledge of the elevated part of the Dutch language’, a descriptive scholarly presentation of 
living Dutch and also the fi rst comparative grammar over the Germanic languages. Ten Kate is 
counted in several respects as a pioneer for the comparative historical language study and as a 
predecessor to Rasmus Rask and Jacob Grimm.

Ten Kate was the fi rst, as far as we know, who was able to present a systematic description of 
the Germanic strong verbs. Ten Kate detected what Grimm later called Ablaut. In addition, he 
presented the etymology of more than 20.000 Dutch words and a similar number of words from 
other languages. Unlike his predecessors, he did not base his etymologies on meaning criteria 
or superfi cial similarities, but on formal equality demands and systematic language changes 
that he assumed.

For his etymologies he systematically collected and compared data from previous stages 
of the Germanic languages and also of the contemporary Germanic languages. In doing so he 
made a clear distinction between written and spoken data. He also made use of a clear meth-
odological system consisting of a set of accepted language changes and what later historical 
linguists would call sound shifts.

Ten Kate’s classifi cation of the languages, based on a scrupulous comparison of his language 
data, consisted of a trichotomy: a Scandinavian group, a Teutonic group, to which German, 
English, Gothic and Frisian belonged, and a third group to which he counted the Romance 
and Celtic languages. Ten Kate realized that Gothic was not the mother of all other Germanic 
languages, as was the popular believe among people interested in languages in his days, but a 
sister language. 

Ten Kate’s work has had a good reception in the Netherlands, but also beyond. After he was 
informed of Ten Kate’s work and studied it, Jacob Grimm wrote ‘Ten Kate hat die Ablaute 
zuerst in ihrer Wichtigkeit hervorgehoben, nur die vocalunterschiede nicht strenge genug, am 
wenigsten die der consonanten beobachtet’ (Grammatik II: 1822-1837: 67).

In this presentation the work and the person of Lambert ten Kate will be discussed.
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Hugo Schuchardt as a caucasiologist: The Western European connection

It is well known that Hugo Schuchardt was deeply interested in Caucasian languages, espe-
cially in Georgian. During his lifetime he published over 20 articles and reviews on this topic. 
The motivation for this seemingly unusual activity had been manifold, as I assume inspired 
both linguistically and extra-linguistically. 

Georgian scholars have visited Graz, Schuchardt, and –after the death of the latter– the 
University library and especially the Ancient manuscript collection and the Schuchardt legacy. 
It was with very notable dedication that Wachtang Imnaishvili over decades has meticulously 
collected all details concerning the contact between Hugo Schuchardt and Georgian schol-
ars. During the past 10-15 years we have started to get Schuchardts legacy (in a fi rst step his 
epistolary relations with scholars world wide) online in open access under the address: http://
schuchardt.uni-graz.at. The Tbilisi colleague Sofi e Mujiri, to whom we want to express our 
gratitude, has spent several months in Graz helping us to organize the Georgian epistolary ma-
terial. In a future step we plan –in collaboration with our Italian colleague Vittorio Tomelleri– to 
also get the Georgian-related manuscripts online. 

My presentation in Tbilisi will be dedicated to Caucasian discussions with scholars outside 
Georgia. This aspect to date has not been treated satisfactorily and thoroughly. Schuchardt’s 
main concerns about Georgian were related to a.) typological and b.) historical problems. For 
this reason Georgian turns up in many correspondences with linguistic colleagues out of the 
Western European context. Such questions are related to grammatical features like ergativity 
and the verb system, to genealogical and typological relations to Basque etc., and it is aston-
ishing how broad the interest for the Georgian language was at the end of the 19th and the 
beginning of the 20th century. The contribution will systematically discuss the contacts and the 
topics relevant to the issue.


